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TRAIN DISPATCHER WA'ED
A LANTERN' Fit AN TIC ALLY.
Indianapolis, Jan. 18. A special
Ind., says that
Lafayette,
from.
twenty-fiv- e
were killed In the wreck
i of the Big Four passenger train. No.
38, near Fowler early today, twenty
of whom were cremated.
Owing to the dense fog, the en
glneer of the flyer was unable to see
the light of the semaphore, which al
rected him to stop, as the westbounJ,
freight had the right of way. The
. train dispatcher
waved his lantern
n
frantically, and fired at least a
shots from his revolver, but
the train went on.
The tender of No. 38 telescoped
The rear end of
the baggage car.
the tender cut through to within ten
feet of the rear end of the smoker
The firemen of both trains were Instantly killed, but the engineers escaped by jumping.
Immediately following the crash
the wreckage caught Are and the
bodies were burned before they could
be extricated from the ruins. The
heat of the burning cars was so Intense that the rescuers could not get
near enough to help. The killed In
clude men, women and children, and
all that could be seen at daybreak
was the smoldering skeletons of hu
None of the passenman bodies.
gers In the sleepers were killed, and
none of the sleeping cars were de
stroyed by fire as at first reported.
half-doze-

PULLMANS LEFT TRACK
AND BURNED LEISURELY.
Indianapolis, Jan. 19. Later In
formation shows that the Pullman
cars, with the exception of Vice
President Schaaf's private car, did
not turn over, but left the track and
were burned after the passengers had
been taken out.
i
.

:
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NOME

OF THE INJURED

MAY POSSIBLY RECOVER.
Kankakee, 111., Jan. 19. Seven of
the Injured in the Big Four wreck at
Fowler were brought here, including
the engineer of the passenger train.
who jumped Into a pool beside the
track and whose condition Is serious.
The others here will probably re
cover.

PASSENGER ENGINEER IS
BLAMED FORTY INJURED.
Kankakee, III., Jan. 19. Twenty
persons are believed to have been
killed or burned to death in the
wreck of the passenger train on the
Big Four at Fowler, Ind., at 2
o'clock this morning. The cause of
the collision Is now said to be that
the engineer of the passenger train
failed to see the block slgtials.
Fire followed and it is believed
that more passengers were burned
to death than were killed In the colperlision. There were twenty-fiv- e
sons in the combination day coach
Sevand only five escaped alive.
eral passengers in the Pullmans and
The
the private car were Injured.
number of Injured Is said to be forty,
of whom three are not expected to
live.

NOVA

S(Xl'lA'S FISHING

INDUSTRY MENACED
Halifax. N. S., Jan. 19. Owing to
the extensive operation of the French
steamers trawl fishing is theatened
with total annihilation in a short
time. The matter has been taken up
by prominent business men and a
committee of ten, consisting of five
fishing merchants and five captains,
hive drafted a memorial to the
eovernment pilnl:,g out their
A delegation nf three left
m lev.inoes.
inn. toi'ey to present the appeal to
tl'u fiov. rnnu nt of Ottawa, asking it
the cause of the Canadian
to r irt
'o the Imperl il govern- -

Cincinnati. Jan. 19. There Is no
sign of relief from the flood condi
tlons today. At 8 o'clock this morn
Ing at this point the river was sixty
two feet, having passed the highest
record since February, 1889, during
the night.
For a distance of four
squares from the normal water front
the lower portion of the city is flood
ed.
The town of California, just
above the city, Is reported complete
ly under water. In Newport, Ky., it
is estimated there are nearly 100
blocks under water and fully ,000
people are homeless and almost des

titute.

KENTUCKY FLOODED AND
LOUISVILLE ENDANGERED,
Louisville, Jan. 19. The flood situation shows no sign of improvement
today. The most serious develop
ment Is the discovery that the dyke
which protects the upper east end of
the city Is weakening slightly.
Re
pairs are being made and no break
Is expected.
All eastern Kentucky
has had weeks of the heaviest rain
fall known for years.

PEOPLE OF

SHAWN EETOWN
GIVE UP HOPE AND FLEE,
Shawneetown, 111., Jan. 19. The
Ohio river here continues to rise, but
the levee is holding. The danger of
a brake is so imminent that the peo
ple are fleeing to higher parts of the
country.

COLLEGE Y.M.C.A.
ADVOCATED BY

SECRETARY
Chas. D. Hurrey Is Here In
Interest of Student Work and
Will Speak Tomorrow.

ISLAND MEET ACCIDEDTS

New York, Jan. 19. News front
Kingston is still flittering In slow
ly and Is twenty-fou- r
hours late, but
the worst Is apparently known. The
town Itself is wrecked, very few
houses standing and remaining habitable. The people are living in the
open air.
Food . and medical supplies con
tinue scarce, but relief ships are hurrying to the stricken city from many
quarters .of .the globe.
The death
list will probably be about. 700, and
the seriously inured In the hospitals
about COO. Many of the Injured are
being cared for at their temporary
homes.
Dynamite Is being used to clear
away the menacing ruins.
Good or
Admiral Davis,
der is prevailing.
who Is in the harbor with the battle
ships Indiana and Missouri, was
called on for help in the work of po
licing the city, and he promptly
landed a body of marines, who are
now assisting the British authorities
in maintaining order.
The two lighthouses at the en
trance of the harbor were destroyed
and approach at night Is perilous.
It is reported that the Hamburg-America- n
steamer, Prlns Eltel Fried-erlcunaware of this, ran ashore
near the Prlns Waldcmar and the
Prinsessen Luise, two vessels of the
same line which had stranded near
where one of the lighthouses had
been located.
No Americans were killed in the
disaster, although a large number
Many of these
were in Kingston.
are now on the American warships
awaiting Bhlps to take them to the
states.

3

Study this owrrful cartoon for mliiiiw or two. Sec IT you can discern Uie groat lron It IcwcImw).
The artist shows us a young man, enticed by a boantlfnl face, rushing down
flower-strew- n
path of
pleasure and gayoty to the awful precipice ahead. Ho la a type of tho thousands oftheyoung men who arc
rylng to death and destruction In pursuit of tho mocking, false faoo of worldly pleasure and fast living. bar
Although ho Is not aware of it, HE IS REALLY LIVING A SUICIDE'S LIFE!
Wo pity those unfortunate wretclics who are too weak and sick to light the battle, and offer up a prayer
to God to have mercy on their soul. But we do not consider that more tlian half of us go to fill the graves
of suicides.
MOST OF US DIE SUICIDES. MOST OF US DELIBERATELY KILL OURSELVES!
You have gone to the circus and held your breath In terror while the man on the tight wire, 100 feet in
the air, walks cautiously along Its length. In anxiety, you liave watched the dare-dev- il
Hon tamer thrust his
hcud Into the lion's mouth. Usually these foolish xron lose their lives. They die suicides.
Many men who smoke kill themselves.
The drunkards, the gluttons the opium eaters all are suicides.
Most of us are deliberately throwing away our liven In our breathless pursuit of pleasure. No poison Is
more potent and deadly than late hours ami riotous living, hich stunt our lives anrf turn us over to the
Reaper before wo have hardly begun.
j
It Is Miiclde, pure and simple.
ways
antl live cleaner lives live naturally, simply, honestly us God meant you
rurKe jour riotous
to live.
DON'T LIVE A SUICIDE'S LIFE. Here's a good subject for a sermon tomorrow.

h,

T PEOPLE OF DOWNPOUR
SALT LAKE CITY

DISCUSSING

THE SHIPPING
OF AMERICAN MAIZE
New York, Jan. 19. A special
meeting of the members of the corn
exchange was held here today for the
purpose of discussing the complaints
made by the Liverpool Corn Trade as
sociation in connection with the ship
merits of maize and rye from this
country. The English association de
elded that all maize from America
and Canada should be sold on Euro
pean rye terms and called on the Am
erlcan corn trade associations to use
their best efforts to have the change
carried out and also asked that the
ftnalty of American certificates relat
ing to export business should be abol
Ished. The members of the exchange
were several hours discussing the
complaints but decided to take no action until they had further Informa
tion.

ENGLISHPOLICE CITY

German Ships Run Aground Be Six Were Hurt on Rock Island.
cause Two Llaht Houses De- Three Were Killed In Santa
Fe Accident.
stroyedNo Americans Killed.

of

Chicago. Jan. 19. Passenger train
No. 38, eaatbound, on the Big Four
with u
railroad, collided head-o- n
westbound freight. No. 95, near Fow
ler Ind., a small town twenty
eia-h- t
about
miles from Lafayette,
2; 30 this morning, killing or injuring
a number of persons variously esti
mated at from twelve to twenty-fivThe passenger train, which lctt
was
Ohtcaaro at 11:30 last night,
known as the "Queen City special,"
Tind consisted of a combination bag
gage and day coach, three sleepers
and the private car or C. E. bcnaar,
vice president of the road. The train
was running at about fifty miles per
hour and the force of the collision
was bo great that the tender of the
engine was driven the en
. passenger
car,
tire length of the combination
in which were from twelve to twenty-fiv- e
passengers. All the dead and Injured were In this car. None of the
passengers In the sleepers were hurt.
Soon after the collision the wreckage caught Are and all the coaches,
except Schaaf's private car, were destroyed.
Paul D. Harris, an attorney of Chicago, so far as reported,
was the only person to escape from
the combination car. According to
him, both trains had orders to stop
at Fowler, but the passenger train
ran by the signal, which the enginSchaaf
eer failed to see In the fog.
was not In the car. but his wife was.
She was uninjured.

SANTA FE AND THE ROCK -

ADMIRAL OAVIS HELPS

Injured Is Forty. People of Shawneetown Leave
Homes and Flee to Nearest
Freight Had Right of Way.
High Lands.
Somebody Blundered.

N umber

BYJEA AS

own Is Wrecked. Few Hous- Well as on Land-O- ne
Steam
es Left Habitable. People
er Sinks Another In
English Channel.
Camping Out.

LOUISVILLE THREATENED

AND FREIGHT

OCCURRING

UNDERSTOOD

e

ON COLLISION OF

ACCIDENTS

AT KINGSTON

Were Killed, of Cincinnati Four Blocks Back
From River Front Is InWhom Twenty Were Burned
undated.
Beyond Recognition.

V
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CONDITIONS

IS HIGHEST

FATAL WRECK

3

FAST LIVING

OHIO RIVER

BIG FOUR

Twenty-Fiv-

Th Evanlng Cltlxen, In Advaaoa, 96 par yea.
90 eante par month.
Daltvered by Cirri
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OF RAIN HOUSE PASSES URGEFiGY

FROM IOWA TO TEXAS

DEFICIENCY

DILL

REPORTED

WITH

-

THE-

ri
Charged With Defrauding the Cleared Missouri and Kansas Appropriation For Expenses
United States to Get
of New Mexico Leglslat
From Their Covering of
Coal Lands.
Ive Employes.
Ice and Snow.

'

NEW CUBAN PARTY
SHEA'S CASE. TEAMSTERS'
WINF1ELD. KS.. THREATENED.
UNION GOES TO JURY
WANTS PROTECTORATE
NEAR BOTTOMS FLOODED1
)

Salt Lake City, Jan. 18. At tha
otflces of the United States district
attorney and the United States mar
shal It was definitely stated today
that the Indictments returned yesterday by the federal grand Jury includ
ed Charles W. Freed, a wealthy fur
nlture merchant of this city and a
of Walter J. Filler. Filler
is a mining expert and capitalist and
Ib Identified with some of the largest
mining and irrigation enterprises in
Nevada, Utah and Idaho.
Freed
and Filler, in connection with Don
C. Robblns, a mining expert, and E.
W. Senior, a lawyer, who was arrested last night, are charged with defrauding the government in connection with the location and patenting
of large bodies of coal lands near
Huntington, Utah.

Special to The Evening Citizen:
Washington, D. C, Jan. 19. The
urgency deficiency
bill,
Including
special appropriation for the New
Mexico legislature, was passed by the
house today. Tho United States and
Mexico international water boundary
commission gets 85,000.
Delegate Andrews has offered
bill to Increase the pension of Smith
H. Simpson, company 1, First New
Mexico Infantry volunteers, to $30.

Kansas City, Jan. 19. A downpour of rain during the night washed
away much of the snow and ice that
covered the southwest for the past
forty-eighours. As a result, wire
and train service in all directions
from Kansas City has improved today, though still more or less Interrupted. Over two inches of rain fell
in the western half of Missouri and
the eastern half of Kansas. According to the local weather bureau, the
rainstorm extended from southeastern Iowa to the Texas Hue.
ht

son-in-la- w

PREFER PRO
TECTORATE TO ANNEXATION
Havana, Jan. 19. A new party has
been formed here which Is to adopt a
platform
demanding
negotiations
with the United States for a treaty of
friendship, commerce and political
relations, guaranteeing the indepen
dence of Cuba and also guaranteeing
that any revolution shall be Impos
slble. This platform is considered to
mean a demand for a protectorate in
the place of annexation.

At the Presbyterian church tomor
row night an opportunity will be af
forded to hear the international stu
dent secretary of the Young Men
Christian association, Chas. D. Hur
rey, who has been spending the day
In this ctty endeavoring to create In
terest among the faculty and stu
dents of the University of New Mex
lco in the erection and maintenance
of a Y. M. C. A. at that institution
Mr. Hurrey has Just returned from
Las Cruees, where he has been on
business connected with the new Y
M. C. A. which has begun the erec
tlon of a building at the Agricultural
and Mechanical college at Mesllla
Park. Mr. Hurrey is a capable
speaker and the many people in this
LOSS FROM 57 FIRES
city who feel Interested In gaining a
more complete understanding of the
operations of this wonderfully useful
organization and in hearing the de- STATISTICS SET OUT IN ANNUAL
tails of its marvelous growth in tho
REPORT OF FIRE CHIEF
various centers of the world during
BURTLESS.
the last few years will undoubtedly
of
demonstrate their appreciation
Mr. Hurrey's visit by their attendAccording to the annual report of
ance.
the chief of the fire department last
year $14,802.84 was burned up In 67
FACING STARVATION
fires, at least this is the estimated
IN SASKATCHEWAN
loss. Six of the fires resulted from
spontaneous combustion, four from
Kegina, Saskatchewan, Jan. 19.
There can be no doubt as to the carelessness, one from an overheated
terrible straits of people in the towns range, twelve from sparks, six from
of Hanley, and others on the Prince hot ashes, three from defective flues,
Albert branch of the Canadian North- three from overheated stove pipes,
ern, are facing as they are both a four from gasoline, and eighteen from
fuel and food famine with little or no unknown causes.
sign of relief. A petition signed by
A copy of Chief Burtless' report
the residents of, numerous towns was was received at The Citizen office
today forwarded to the government late yesterday, it sets fourth that
asking for Instant relief by having the net fire loss was only $4,000, the
fuel, groceries and flour sent out. The remainder of the above amount bestock of food available will only last ing covered by insurance.
Fifty
a short time longer and all barns hours and ten minutes were required
have been torn down and hay burned to subdue the flames and the fire deby the farmers to keep their families partment traveled eighty-eigand
from freezing. It Is feared that the one half miles In getting to and from
box cars on the sidings would also all alarms.
be burned but for the guard kept over
The need for a modern steam fire
them.
engine is set out in the report.
ht

MEXICO IS BEING OVERRUN- BY JAPANESI
Mayathan, Mexico, Jan. 19. Six
hundred Japanese arrived here today
on the Hokau, Maru. The total land
ed here in six months amounts to
3186. but few remain In the country
as they gradually make their way
north and enter the United States.
The Mexican government has given
them free transportation from Japan
In order to get them to work on im
poitant lndustlrles hampered greatly
owing to the luck of labor but for
some reason or other, although pay is
good and conditions of life better than
those In Japan, they quit at the earliest
opportunity and make for the United
States. It is calculated that consider
ably over 2,000 of them have entered
past
the latter country during the
twelve months.

j
l

TRADE IV GREAT BRITAIN
IS EXPANDING RAPIDLY
London, Jan. 19. The annual re
turns of the board of trade, published
AT CASINO TOMORROW i In
book form today, shows that the
imports In January last amounted to
$7. 767. COO and the exports $13,755
OF 000. Those were the highest for any
WELL GOWNED QUINTET
FAIR ONES CONTAINS VOCAL
month during the year. The year's
SOLOIST.
figures are the largest on record,
showing that the imports Increased
and the exports $229.-28A ladies' orchestra from Kansas, $214,839,880
495. The principal gain was in
t
City wilt play tomorrow afternoon
The traction company the Imports of raw materials from
the Casino.
has made arrangements and lovers of America, while on the other hand the
music are promised something alto-- 1 imports of grain decreased $4,500,000.
gether worth while. The hours are
New Church To Bo Ifctllcautl.
from 2 to 4 and the admission will
Newark, N. J., Jan. 19. The new
be free.
The orchestra has been playing at edillce erected by the congregation of
dedithe Santa Fe reading rooms alon Christ Reformed church will betomorthe Hlo Grande division and the, cated and opened for service
Albuquerque
this row by the Rev. Dr. Donald Sage
ladies
reached
morning from San Marcial, where Maekuy, president of the general
Ihpv nhivfd List evenlne.
Weil synod of the Reformed Church of
gowned and w ith charming person- - America. The new church has realities, there Is good reason to think ceived three beautiful stained glass
the female orchestra will make a hit. windows and a large bronze tablet, on
The orchestra contains five pieces which is engraved the seal of the
and vocal solos by one of the quin- Dutch Reformed Church in America
has been presented by Charles, John
tet will be a feature: of the
and Jarob Ooeller of Irvlngton.
LADY

MUSICIANS

PLAY

1,

'

'

j

FE ENGINE EX
PLODES AND KILLS THREE.
De Soto. Kans.. Jan. IB
A Inm.
motive drawing an eastbound Santa
Fe freight train. No. 36, exploded on
a' bridge near here this
The bridge was demolished, and th
engine and fourteen cars went Into
the creek. The engineer, fireman an
brakeman were buried beneath tho
wreckage and killed.

SANTA

,

CANADIAN

i

-

i

BANK GROWTH
HAS BEEN PROGRESSIVE
Montreal, Jan. 19. Between th
end of 1900 and 1106 the chartered
banks of Canada increased nald-a- a
capital from $65,000,000 to $94, 009.- oou, a gain of 44 per cent. The total
ifeposlts In 1900 were j $306, 014,00:
now thev Are 1R77 SOU flrt an
of 89 per cent. Total discounts aad
current loans in iuo were $297,179.-00- 0
compared with $576,000,000 at
the present time, an increase of JT
per cent. In 1906 the business of the
banks Increased at a more rapid rat
than In any previous year. A year
ago the total deposits were $311,942.
4 9
contrasted with the latest figures
$583,698,906. an Increase of 14 per
cent

,.
POLITICAL NOMINATION'S
IN BRITISH COLUMBIA
Victoria, B. C, Jan, 19. The nom
inations of new members of parlla
ment were received today; the elections will take place on February 2,
and the new house will meet on March
8th. The nominations received up to
12 o'clock are as follows: conserva
fives 15; liberals 16; socialists E, and
liberal laborers 2. The dissolution of
the house took place on December 24
and was primarily caused by the Hon
It. F. Green resigning from the
GREAT GATHERING
ministry. Both Green and Mc- OF BARTENDERS
Springfield. Mass., Jan. 19. The
Itrlde have been renominated.
annual convention of the New Bng
land League of Bartenders,
which
will be held here tomorrow, will be
attended by no less thun 700 delegates from the New England statea.
Amongst other questions the length
of working hours and rates of pay
will be discussed.

!
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'
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Mc-Brl-

TORMENTOR

IS

BY MRS

SOME CUBANS

ANGRY WATERS --MENACE
M IX FIELD BOTTOM IjANDS.
Wichita, Kan., Jan. 19. Walnut
river and Timber creek are flooding
the bottoms at Winfleld, Kan., and
families are moving out.
The water
Is higher than at any previous time
CASE
IS GIVEN
SHEA
since the town was built.
Fear is
TO THE JURY AT CHICAGO. felt
for the business section, as reChicago, Jan. 19. The instructions ports upstream indicate that the
of Judge Ball in the Shea case were water has not yet reached its highest
finished today and the case was given point.
to the Jury.
CHINESE BOYCOrr .
GOVERNMENT AND RAILWAY
OF AMERICA EXTENDING
SIGNALS BEING INVESTIGATED
Washington, Jan. 19. Consular reNew Orleans, La., Jan. 19. The city ports show that the boycott of Ameriis gallly decorated today and there can goods, which was recently revived
is a general holiday in honor of the at Canton, is spreading all over China
hundredth birthday of General Rob- especially the east and north. The
ert E. Lee. At 12 o'clock there was boycott was originally started when
a parade, which was taken part in by the United States government refused
the United Sons of Confederate Vet- to modify the Exclusion act. The
erans, the United Daughters of the efforts, which were made in Shan
Confederacy and the public generally. ghai, Pekln and other leading cities
Several banquets will be held tonight, to induce the Chinese newspapers to
when speeches will be dellverd by reject advertisements
of American
prominent men.
manufacturers has been successful and
none are now appearing. It Is stated
that Germany and England are at
ONLY $4,000 ACTUAL
present profiting to a considerable extent by the boycott of American
goods.

Dover. Ena.. Jun. 1 9 Th
Star steamer Vaderland, from Nnr
torK ror Antwero. collided with
sank the Dundee steamer North
Castle, four miles east of lh flaatft
Goodwin lightship during the nurkt.
So far as known only three of (b
North Castle's crew of twenty are
missing. The Vaderland'
bow waa
damaged below the water line anal
her fore-nea- k
Is full nf
i.r
the bulk-hea- d
remained tight ao that
mere wus no danger of the ship's
sinking. A dense fog prevailed.
ROCK ISLAND RUNS INTO
WASHOUT, RESULT IS RAD.
Peoria. Jan. 19 Train N
t
the Rock Island early today ran into
a wasnout
inree miles west of
Bureau. III. The enrln hin
Mr
chair car and a sleeper were derailed. The engineer and fireman were
seriously, and four of the passengers
were Biigmiy, nun.

GRAY
Kidnaper Haddox Makes an
Early Morning Call and
Carries Away a Bullet

LARGEST CROWD OF THE
SEASON ATTENDED

SHOl'i

GIVEN BY THE MURRAY
MACK
COMPANY
LAST NIGHT AND
DISAPPOINTMENT WAS
GREAT.
The Murray and Muck people,
however without Mack, because he
Is sick with an affliction of the eyea
In a Denver hospital, have come and
gone, and
the local theatre-goerwho occupied every seat and many
stood around the lower floor railing,
paying $1 and $1.50 per. are today
saying to themselves. "What Fools
We Mortals Be."
The crowd, quickly perceiving no
Improvement over previous performances by this much heralded conglomeration und stage artists, laughed and reluughed at every stale Jok
perpertruted, and every ancient song
sung by either the men, women and
girls, and thus for several hours the
Murray and Mack people thought they
were "the best ever," but out In the
audience crltleisms were fierce, as the
people sat listening to the
d
jibes und songs, and gazed upon
the unshapely forms and powdered
faces of the soubrettes.
As stated in the beginning. Mack
was not present; but his pdace was
taken by P. J. Kane and the latter
mude a very good Imitator, except
that he is not as vulger or as suggestive In his pranks as Mack. He is a
pretty good side partner of Murray,
but before they start out on another
tour they should learn a few new
stunts. Jokes and songs.
Rutledge, the "prima
Gertrude
donna" of the company, exhibited a
good, strong voice, and her reception
appeared to be genuine. Gladys Van.
a kissing variety and the June bug.
bus an attractive face, but no voice.
The anarchist, In the person of Thorn- as F. Shea, and as the globe trotter.
was the best of the men. and he
was good In all his parts.
After the second act. a member of
the company uppeared on the stage
and corrected a report to the efTect
that tickets for the Murray and
Mark show at liu Vegas were $1.
wbile
$l.5u. He slated that It
all came about tluough an error In
Hie advertisement In the Las Vegajt
paper, as the price of tickets In that
town was the sime as lisre and
s,

Gray, of Las Vegas, who
solemnly assured Judge Pope of that
city yesterday morning that she would
shoot Ben Haddox If he made a second attempt to kidnap her fifteen
year old daughter Nina, redeemed
her promise yesterday morning as reported in last evening's Citizen. She
hardly supposed at the time that the
would-b- e
abductor would make such
an early and bold attempt to carry
out his threat of entering her premises and removing the child, but
such proved to be the case.
After providing herself with a carefully loaded .45 calibre revolver Mrs.
Gray barricaded herself in the rear
of the chill restaurant which she conducts and after remaining awake till
3 o'clock In the morning in anticipation of a possible call, retired to
sleep beside the much wanted child.
Shortly afterward she was awakened by the sound of footsteps in the
restaurant, upon which she quickly
arose, investigated and at sight of a
figure In the darkness fired. The Intruder thereon beat a hasty retreat
leaving behind him us evidence of
the trueness of. Mrs. Gray's aim a
trail, of blood. Though it is known
that Haddox was assisted in his effort to gain possession of the child
by three other men, the police of
Las Vegas have failed as yet to find
any trace of uny of them and the
affair remains to it great extent a
mystery. Mrs. Gray now admits that
the father of, her child is still alive
and that Haddox Is representing film
but
In trying to recover possession
her reticence In the mutter is so
great that the truth will probably
not be fully known till IIih capture of
Haddox, who has at last laid himself open to a serious charge upon
which, when found he can be made
to suffer an adequate penalty. Mrs.
Gray formerly kept the chill cafe at
Pueblo, Colorado, beyond whleh nothing of her past In known
Mrs.

moss-covere-

la-r-

V

1 AC.E

rALBUQUEHQt)E

TVV

EVENING CITIZEN.

strec below. Almost Instantly he replea act up by M. Hlmennl de Feres,
gained consciousness and climbed to
very aristocratic Parisian banker
the
EVENING
the ground without assistance.
The
charged with defrauding Prince Fred- only Injury he sustained was a badly
very
prick
von
a
Charles
Hohenlnhe
of
Ml Weekly ky
burned hand. This is Parker's secraMhi.
large sum of money.
Resides the
ond experience with heavily charged
Tfcc Citizen Publishing Company further explanation thnt his tlnancinl
wires.
troubles were owing In a measure to
lavishing
th
Uuooch
ho
been
the
fact
had
thnt
trtMmlalin
tr
fr I claaa wtw.
NASHVILLE TO SPEND RIG
presents of valuable Jewels on several
MONEY ON WATER PLANT.
well known actresses. M. de Feres ad
Nashville, Tenn.: The official estimitted to the French "Juge destructmate of the cost of building th!
ion," who is prying Into his past, that
waterknob supplementary
A Todd's
his enreer has been a checkered one
works system for Nashville, Including
nnd full of strange adventures.
It
two supply mains, one thirty-si- x
appears thnt the eminent financier
Inches and the other forty-eigon the Hlvlera,
began
u
as
waiter
life
Inches In diameter, Is 2,493,548.
OFFICIAL PAPER FOR
and later became the captain of a
In his annual messago Mayor T. O.
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE yncht which was largely patronized Detective Boy and Girl Pre Morris
will recommend to the city
by fashionable visitors. Thus brushcouncil that the legislature be asked
vented From Marriage
ing elbows with the higher world, his
to authorize the city to Issue bonds
ideals rose to a higher plane, and he
for building the system.
The estiby Use of Wire.
went to Paris to seek his fortune.
mate mentioned is contained In an
With the aid of the acquaintances
elaborate report prepared by City
he had made as a yachtsman, many of
W. W. Southgate and submitwhom moved in elegant society, he
ted to the board of public works.
NDIANA REPRESENTATIVE
whs able to obtain introduction In financial circles, and was soon launchTENNESSEE LABOR ASKS
ed upon n brilliant career ns u finanSTRINGENT CHILI) LAW.
WOULD DELAY MARRIAGES
cier. In a few years twenty million
Nashville, Tenn.: The State Fedfrancs had passed through his hands
eration of Labor, which held here a
lost as soon as won and eventually
three days' session this week, dishis expenses far exceeded his Income.
cussed and acted upon many matters
Then he began a series of Irregular Other Items of What Is Doing in of Importance to the laboring men of
transactions, the recent exposure of
the state.
This Great and Diversified
which came ns a shock both on the
Among the various laws which the
Paris Hourse and the London Stock
federation will push before the legisCountry.
exchange. M. de Fleres told the
lature is a more stringent child labor
Animals at Which an Arch Judge that the bulk of his fortune
law, and a compulsory education bill.
had been swallowed by the "croco
The child labor law bill provide for u
Cupid
Washington,
D. C. :
When
deacon Says the Grace
and bill was
diles;" that is, money-lendeto put the finishing touches more complete registration of births,
discounters, (me of his clients was to a about
runaway romance in
otflce of as this will aid materially the enforceUnder Difficulties.
of the the marriage license clerk the
Pi nee Toussoun, father-in-laat the- city ment of the child labor law by enKhedive of Egypt, who, In payment hall, his efforts were bulked by the abling the state fuctoiy inspector .to
of a stock exchange deal, gave him a appearance of two detectives from be certain of the ages of children.
thousand francs. the police headquarters, who askc.l The meeting was called to order wlli
draft for twenty-fiv- e
Being In need of money M. de Fleres that the couple have a little talk with Vice President Albert E. Hill In th.'
took the draft to a usurer who gave Captain lioardman before they pro chair, and the delegates were welonly six thousand francs for It. ceeded further.
comed to the city by Mayor T. O.
banker him
So went other resources in his strug
Although
police authorities had Harris and Vice President James Pal
gle to keep up appearances.
How no desire tothehinder
Cupid in hH mer, of the Nashville board of trad .
much the actresses got Is not stated. match-makin- g
Dr. W. M. Anderson also addressed
schemes, they were
nor has the character of his alleged
to do so because of n message the meeting.
Divorcee Can Be Presented at bogus transactions here in London
A legislative bill proposed by the
from B. L. C. Scott, at Ash
transpired.
It is intimated, however, received
land, Va., stating
his niece. Miss Brewers' union was reported, which
Court and to Their Majesties
that the swindling of Prince Hohen- - Helen Nixon, hadthat
eloped from provides that beer be made merchanlohe would have been Impossible on that town and was Just
of England.
on her way hero dise and allowed to be sold In bottles
the Paris Hourse, and that that was in company with a young man named by all grocers.
why M. de Fleres transferred his ac Kalph Lee. A similar message was
lljr William True Haw thorne.
tlvltles to the London Stock exchange, received from the mother of the ACCIDKNTS CAUSER AT
Lund on. Jan. is. The "monkey" where the regulations, It would ap
RAILWAY CROSSINGS.
man, who also objected to the
dinner hostesses of Paris and New pear, are rather more easily evaded young
Birmingham, Ala.: After having
union because of the fact that both spent
fwt have beena ecllpned by Miss Mar- than those In force In the French were
Sunday with relutives at East
under age.
The license clerk
resourceful
fan Crueton.
London capital.
was given a full description of thf Luke, a suburb. J. A. Purker, wife and
j0rl bachelor. Surely, the craze for
two
children, one a baby In the mothtwo and was instructed to notify the
) ty never before rose to the point
Theater Season n Failure.
police at headquarters should such a er's firms, were hurrying to the union
wf having an archdeacon a Wllber-ftThe theatrical season Just closed couple
to catch a train to Henry Kllen,
depot
application for the neat that nay grace. He hud to has been one of the most disastrous cessary make
Ala.
They had left an Kast Lain
document.
In the experience of London manag
the archdeacon said,
V grace,
two hours after the message electric train at First avenue and
the intents of honor could not ers, and players as well. Those inter hadWithin
been received ut headquarters Twentieth street, and were wuitins
thank God themselves, as if they hud ested in the drama as an entertain
for It to clear the crossing. As the
ment also have cause for complaint. the elopers made their appearance at trailer of the train rushed pust It split
3ui soulful an appreciation of the occaclerk's office. The clerk, on recsion as the archdeacon himself, and They have put the stamp of dlsap the
tele the switch, turned shai ply on a
upon all the productions of the ognizing them. Immediately
alr .lacked the Rift of tongue to Join proval
track on which Mrs. linker
.mum
In thankful acknowledgment. year except two musical and three phoned to police hcudquurters, nnd in stood and ground her to death before
Perhaps, he added, their uncomplaln--4n- s legitimate pieces. The current sue a few minutes Detectives Hartigan the eyes of her husband and chilUvea and the services which they casses In the music halls are "The and Bauer arrived.
disappointed couple consented dren. Her baby which she curried in
Tndred to man made up a continual lleauty of Hath" and "The Helle of o The
be shown to police headquarter. her arms was run over also, hut esthanksgiving to the Creator for His Mayfajr." The greatest legitimate
caped fatal Injuries.
jsVta. Pat, an Irish terrier, listened play of 1906 Is undoubtedly
"His and on being questioned by Captai
Walter A. Johnson, of BirmingItoartlman, they admitted their Identhe words of his reverence and House In Order," which ran nearly tity.
ham, has tiled a suit In the United
ifeatped himself to a hot biscuit with the entire year. The second dramatic
Representative Lamb, of Virginia, State court at Huntsville for $30.00)
ttmnkfalneas gleaming in his honest hit is "Huftles," which continues to
dumages against the Louisville
The archdeacon was wrong. attract large houses. The other one called ut headquarters shortly after Nashville railroad.
The complainin thinking that all the of the three Is "The Man From ward, and assured Captain itourdman ant makes the claim that
he lost his
he would look utter the young
of honor about him were dumb Blunkney's," a revival. Three popu that
leg under the w heels of a train while
be was made terribly aware of lar actresses who tried their luck at lady. disappointed young
The
man wore attempting to cross the track of the
Jala mistake. The parrots and cocka- management achieved only an artis
very sorrowful look when he defendant company on one of the
toos, that bad to be served In their tic success. They were Miss Jessie
streets of Birmingham.
mi i ti snging cages, had been quiet un Mill ward, at the Scala; Miss
Lena watched his sweetheart being taken
red Into silence by the crush Ashwell, at the Savoy, and Mrs. Pat from him. She had hardly left the DEARLY DYNAMITE GETS
when a brother of the young
and volume of human rick Campbell, at the Criterion. All building
IX ITS AWFUL WORK.
appeared on a similar mission.
sustained losses, though neather met man too,
M.
Danville, Va.:
Motley,
He,
Wnen a hash fell upon the assem-ntes- e with total disaster. Altogether, many elopement had been notified of thj employed in doingJames
blasting for th"
by his mother. Lee was
as Archdeacon Wilberforce be- - thousand pounds have been spent and
. Power company,
Crystal
In this
to amjr grace, the feathered lost In the endeavor to cater profit turned over to the mun and conduct- city, wasIceblown
to atoms.
WhlK
many of them good talkers, ably as well as artistically to the ed to the railway station, where he thuwing some dynamite
sticks onj
10. L. C.
recovered their spirits and somewhat capricious taste of theater took a train for his home.
Scott, the uncle of the girl, was no caught fire and Motley attempted to
mn. wp a babel of languages.
With goers.
tified Immediately after the couple destroy the blaze by stamping on It.
cauj ineasnred word of prayer that
was apprehended, and started for thi.-- On tree tops In the vicinity were
About Presentations at Court.
bp from his grace's lips there
found bits of his clothing and llesh,
Muyfalr's air of expectancy is being city ut once.
down a chorus of Bhrlll re- nnd one shoe was found In Dan river.
many of them fur from com dully heightened by the near ap
Motley was 27 years old and leaves
TO OltSTItl CT ALL SUDDEN
yHatentary to the speaker below. An proach of a series of "drawing-room- s'
marriages IN INDIANA. wife nnd live children.
ppreasible titer went round, and ut Buckingham palace always the
Indianapolis. Ind.: Ituuuway und
wen the archdeacon smiled appre- - source of more speculation and gossip
Topeka. Kan : Julius Luthcld and
marriages would be prevented
of the roasting he was get- - than any other functions on the social secret
by
a bill Introduced in the legisla his son were blown to atoms, and a
The Utter came from Miss Cure- - calendar. The lord chamberlain, as
announces that their ture by Representative
Aaron S. newphew of Lutheld terribly Injured
4w na fashionable friends, who assured Is his wont,
Zook, of Elkhart county, which pro- In a dynamite explosion near Seneca.
ker afterward that it was the most majesties will hold a series of courts, vides
thut all applications for license Knn.
4tfctlcious moment of their lives. They us they are officially termed, at which
Lutheld hail been using the dynathan voiced their sense of pleas- - presentation of ladles to their maj to wed shall be considered by u mar- mite
while straightening u creek o'l
thejr showered gifts of money esties will be made. The lord cham riage license board, to be composed of his farm.
It hud frozen and he had
the "Hospital of Our Dumb berlain Is pleased to say that u lady the commissioners of each county and placed it near
stove in his house
Mends," In whose interest the dinner who makes a presentation to theli the secretary r Its hoard of health. to thaw. The the
nephew, although termajesties must be personally ac This board would meet only once u ribly torn,
gives.
crawled to a neighboring
quulnted with and responsible for the month, so busty marriages would be
It was a curious feast, but an
farmhouse, nearly half n mile disone to the mixed company lady she presents. The unwritten law, impossible, except In oases where tin tant,
to secure assistance.
He cun
mt mm, women, horses, donkeys, dogs on which point the lord chamberlain, hasty determination to wed was mad'; not recover.
rabbits and birds. This Is a copy of of course, is silent, Is that no divorce on the eve of a meeting of the board.
the printed menu In itself a study shall be presented, which burs not a Written application Is required, und BKt METEOR .MISTAKEN
triumph of the art of entertain- - few millionairesses from the sacred this shall contain answers to all th
11)11 AN EAKTIIVl ARE.
circle of royal acquaintance. Ladies questions now asked by marriage liDecutur, Ala.: The other night '
desirous of being summoned to these cense clerks. In cuse the board re- meteor
POISSONS.
of unusual size und brilliancy,
courts are required to send their fuses to grunt u license, the parties which cume
Oudttsn
Sardines
from eust to west, exnames to the lord chamberlain's of wishing to wed may petition the Judge ploded
ROTI.
with a terrific noise, shakin;;
flee, St. James palace, together with of the circuit court and show proof
lieef
many
In Decatur und lightthe name of the lady they desire to to him why the license should be ing upbuildings
LEGUMES.
the entire heavens.
I 'al l ots
present. Iidles must slate. In addi granted.
Hay
Lettuce
Cant
thought un eurthqtiuke haJ
tion, when It will be most conven
REMOVES
taken place.
.Sugar
Sweet iliscuits lent to them to puy their respects to WOl I II M.I.M AULH TO
Cream
their majesties, before or after Huster
FRUITS
1KFY EVEN MlillTMNt,,
Wise Counsel 1 roni the South.
Apples
Iiananas drupes The lord chamberlain Intimates that
Decutur, Ala.:
Walnuts
Henry Purker, a
"I want to give some valuable adUatntly gloved hands served duint gentlemen who come in attendance telephone lineman, while working on vice to those who suffer with lame
na and BUbatantiala to the guests of on their families are not expected to a eabln forty feet above the street, back and kidney trouble," says J. R.
aawr, most of whom necessarily were pass the presence. The dress regulu slipped and his hand cume in contact Blunkenshlp, of Beck, Tenn. "I have
ed in their stalls, or beds, or cages. lions are: Ladies full court dress, with with a wire charged with 2.200 volts proved to an absolute certainty that
were feathers and trains. !entleinen, fill of electricity.
Some
'mm f.ne case might be.
He endured it for live Electric Hitters will positively cure
jcratefut for the feast; some were not: court dress.
minutes until John A. Thomuson, this distressing condition.
The first
hearing his cries. telephoned
were frankly indifferent, and
th' bottle gave me great relief and after
OucIluWou Gives Up PiirMiit.
power house and the current was cut taking a few more bottles, I was coma bored expression over the ut- - Gen.
OuchaknfT. the Russian off!
gushingly thrust upon them
off.
pletely cured; so completely that it
of his eloping wife
ftowever. it proved a great treat to cer whose pursuit
Unconscious. Parker fell, but hi. becomes a pleasure to recommend
4mm tinman element, and fashion went and Lieut. Rasipoff across th ocean feet cuught In some guy ropes, prethis great remedy." Sold under guarbelieving that even the Incl to America und buck again to Europe venting him fulling headlong to the antee by all druggists, nice SOe.
at
the
wide
last
created
Interest
fall
prayer
parrots
the
and
of the
on the program. What the arch lime, has reappeared In St. PetersI
burg, having abandoned the chase.
iIwiiiii thought perhaps could only appears
do I take Cardui"? writes Mrs.
that the fugitives outwitted
tie pat Into words by Kipling
the vengeful husband at Suez when he
Jelemma Mull ins of Odessa, VV.
had almost caught up with them.
rnrr of I'urUlaii Hunker.
pass
change
quick
steamers
while
of
by
syndicate
harpies
of
a
Satudled
through the canal enabled then
Va. "Because, after suffering
tke London stock exchunge is the lug
to change their destination from In
Thu
undeleced.
dia to Australia
for several years with female
when the general thought he had the
lieutenant in his clutches the latlt
trouble, and trying different doc
and liis companion were on u tramp
steamer sailing on o,uile unothe
tors and medicines without obtaining relief. 1 at last
track. They leached Australia strund
Then try the Bitters. It's ed. und it was through the wumai
found, in Wine of Cardui, a golden medicine for all my
impossible for anyone to feel writing to her mother for money thu
whereabouts
known
their
became
vtronjj and healthy whose Now the general's unger has cooled
ills, and can recommend it above all others for female
stomach and digestive organs and he feels great compassion for hi
complaints."
saying lie would gladly welcome
are in bad .shape. Your food wife,
her back for the sake of thu chil
remains undigested and fer- - dren
she deserted. Her mother has
Cardui furnishes safe relief for backache, headache,
1 merits.
cabled money to her through
th
Russian consulate ut Melbourne und
periodical pains, irregular, painful or unhealthy cata-men- ial
If her ardor for the young lieuten
HOSTETTER'S
unt bus cooled there will be a return
How, and all ailments from which sick women
and a reconciliation In the bouse u
ouch.tkorf.
STOMACH BITTERS
suffer. A perfect tonic for delicate women. A pure
III l l'AI.O Bll. I. AND
vegetable medicine for girls and women who are subject
being an absolutely pure
THE PRESIDENT
V.
Washington.
Jan.
iiuu'al
is
one
the
only
you
medicine
to the complaints peculiar to their sex. Has benefited
Hill, or Col. W. V. Cody has all at
need to strengthen and tone langeineiils
mude for a hear hunt in
over a million who used to suffer as you do.
the entire digestive system a big scale in Wyoming next fall.
His description of the great herds of
and thus cure Poor Appetite, deer
At every drug store, in $1.00 bottles.
and the large nuiiilier of bears
Beldr.ng, Heartburn, Dys- ami Mountain lions in the Sosluinc
and Uig Heart mountains is said to
s,
pepsia, Indigestion,
WRITE US A LETTER
have excited tiie president so much
WINE
dv rihintf fully all your symptoms
Biliousness, Colds, thut he will u company the hunter
jn.1
Kill
tv
jou
AJtue
to the Rockies for H Week. Col. Cody
in plain waird envrlupe. LiJkV
Female Ills or Malaria. Try hud
'!
AJviMiy
IJulUhiM'tfrf
un interview with the president
OF
MnttUht o., OutlUJUjuva,
emu
it today.
yesterday afternoon but the result
has not transpired.

CIIIZEE

THE

Headquarters

AT LOCKSMITH

For Fine

BUT NOT AT

Toilet Goods

--

LONDON HAS

We trj to keep in stock all the
well known and reliable Toilet
Preparations on the market. If
we haven't what you want we
villi get It for yon. We are able
to always serve your Interest
In the best possible way.

En-glne- er

SUCCESS IN

The HIGHLAND

DINNER FOR

PHARMACY;
Broadwafand

Corner

East Railroad Avenue

w

of defaulting

Colo Phone, Black 30.

L
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth

Iilllng

Gold
Gold

1

u

Many-peopl-

iai

Are You

Weak?

1

Cos-tivenes-

J

$1.50 up

Crowns
Painless Extracting

ALL WORK

Itfl"

SB

30c

ABSOLUTELY

GUAR-AXTEE-

WANTED.
WANTED A capable girl tor general
house work. Inquire 903 Copper
avenue.
WANTED More shoe repairing at
corner of Railroad avenue and
Broadway. P. E. Daniel.
WANTED 'An experienced
cook.
Mrs. W. B. C'hllders,
107 North
Twelfth street.
WANTED Coal miners.
Apply 110
South Second street. Albuquerquo
Pressed Brick & Tile Co.
WANTED A good camp blucksmith
and sawyers, also good white waitress. Good wages. Colburn'a Employment Agency.
WANTED A position us grocery
clerk, five years experience: references. Address "Grocer." this of-

PERSONAL

PROPERTY

I

4

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture,
Pianos, Organs,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
also on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low aa lit-anaa high as $200. Loans are
quickly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one year given.
your
Goods remain In
possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call ant
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
316 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
On

fice.

WANTED
Gentleman's
second
hand clothing. No. 615 South First
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. It. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
WANTED Bids for the construction
of hotel building at Bclen, N.
M. Pluns can be seen at the office
Albuof E. B. Crlsty, architect,
querque, N. M. The John Becker
Company, Belen, N. M.
WANTED -- Gentleman or ludy of fair
education to travel for mercantile
house of large capital. Territory at
home or abroad to suit. Weekly
salary of SI, 000 per year und expenses. Address with stamp, J. A.
Alexander, Albuquerque. N. M.
WANTED Teams The rfanta Fe
Gold & Copper Mining Co., wants
teams for coal haul from Hagan
to the mines, near San Pedro, and
purposes.
for oilier
good
All
teams making application will be
given work. Geo. O. Marrs, Superintendent.
WANTED Gentleman or ludy of fair
education to travel for mercantile
house of large capital.
Territory
at home or abroad to suit Weekly
sulury of $1,000 per year and expenses. Address with stamp, J. A.
Alexander. Albuquerque, N. M.

Nice, New, 6 Room

HOUSE
Finely I umlsliod. Fireplace,
Hnrsr,
'. Harness, Hay, Etc.

$3300
POR TERFIELD CO.
110 West Gold Ave.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

LAWYERS.

.i

Ira

M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
N. W., Washington. D. C.

S2 F.St..
Pensions,
iuna patents,
copyrights,
caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albnnner.
que, N. M. Office,
First National
Bank building.
E. W. Dobsnn.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
orrte.
Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. M.

DENTISTST

FOR RENT.

DR. J. E. KRAFT,
New
FOR RENT
Dental Surgeon.
house, modern.
618 North Sixth
..:i i:
4
TlnnmR
ami o,
TInnn..
1,111 1,1. LV uuiiuing,
street.
over O'Rlelly's drug store. Automat
FOR RENT Two rooms for light- - ic pnone 2J5, appointments made
housekeeping. Inquire at 300 North by mall.
Broadway.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
FOR RENT Front rooms for light
No. 306 T? n i rnn I u
housekeeping;
rent reasonable. hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.;
l:3t
Apply rear 624 West Railroad.
p. m. to 6 P. m. Roth nhnm
Am.
cottage polntments made by mail.
FOR
RENT Furnished
flats; very reasonable.
Apply at
PHYSICIANS.
110 Coal avenue, east end of viaduct.
DR. J. It. 1IAYNF.S
y
FOR RENT A six room
Physician and Snrgeon.
11 and 13, N. T.
Rooms
brick house, corner
of .Seventh
Armila
street and Tijeras avenue. Inquire building.
"
at Lommorl & Matteuccl, 624
DR. II. L. HUST.
West Tijeras avenue.
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
Tuberculosis treated with High
11.00 per week and up; also nice Freauencv Electrical
riirnni
rooms for light housekeeping $1.00 Germicide. Treatment
viva
per week and up furnished
with day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
stove and cooking utensils
and. nurse in auenqance. Both phones.
dishes.
The Minneapolis House,
UNDERTAKER.
524 South Second streat, AlbuquerAuto, phone 316.
que, N. M.
Colo., Red 115
A. RORTRR.C
FOR SALE.
Commercial Club building.
Black
or White hearse, $6.
FOR SALE A good big cow; will be
fresh soon. Inquire of George K.
ARCHITECTS
FOR SALE Twelve head of Jersey
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
7
tt
heifers, two years old. Apply at
building, Albuquerque, N. it.
Both phones.
John T. Fletcher ranch.
FOR SALE The Clauue Girard prop
CIVIL ENGINEER.
erty on west Mountain road. Inquire on premises or ut No. 300
.1. R. Earn ell.
North Broudway.
Room 23, N. T. Armljo building.
FOR SALE An art square 12x12
NOTARY PUBLIC.
feet, ladies wheel, a wheel barrow,
wagon sheet, and furniture.
510
Tlios. K. D. Madilison.
North Eight street.
Office with W. B. Childers,
117
West
Gold avenue.
FOR SALE Majority of stock in es
tablished and paying retuil busi A Jamaica Lady Speaks Highly of
ness. Incorporated. Owner wishes
i iiuiiiiHTiuin s cougn Remedy.
to leave city. Address No. 1126,
Mrs. Michael Hart, wife of the suDaily Citizen.
perintendent of Cart Service at KingsFOR SALB
ORRAlTlJFTfTeeTi ton, Jamulca, West Indies Islands,
room house, No. 724 South Second says that she has for some years used
street for property In California. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy for
Write John Krlck. 4 31 East Sec- coughs, croup and whooolnir rnnck
ond street. Long Beach. California. and has found it very beneficial. She
FOR SALE A No. 1 Charter gaso nas implicit confidence In It and would
line engine, 3 horse power, for not be without a bottle of It In her
pumping: good as new; cheap, home. Sold by all druggists. See Dr. J. N. Warner, 1006 South
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Edith street.
Department of the Interior, Land OfLOST.
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
LOST A gold filigree chain,
wit
December 26, 1906.
turquoise setting.
Finder please
Notice is hereby given that Fable
leave at this office and receive re Gallegos of Belen. N. M., has filed
ward.
notice of his Intention to make final
LOST Lady's
silk umbrella, with five year proof In support of hla
sterling sliver and pearl handle, claim, viz: Homestead
Entry Mo.
with name Mrs. J. A. Bogarth en 6621, made October 21, 1901, for the
graved on handle. Finder please NW14, Section 2, Township
4 N.
return to 415 South High and re Range 3 W, and that said proof will
be made before Jesus Luna. Probate
relce reward of $2.
Clerk, at Los Lunas, N. M., on FebruTOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
ary 7, 1907.
WANTED Salesman to cover New
He names the following witnesses
Mexico with staple line. High com to prove his continuous residence
upmissions with liberal weekly draw on, and cultivation of, the land, ris:
ing account.
position
Permanent
Ruperto Jaramiilo. of Belen. N. M
to right mun. Jess H. Smith Co., Simon Serna, of Los Chavez, N. M.;
Detroit, Mich.
Pablo Ballejos, of Los Lunas, N. M.;
WANTED salesman for this terri- Jesus Jaramillo y Gallego, of Belen.
tory to sell pure aluminum cooking N. M.
utensils to the houve furnishing
MANUEL R. OTERO.
trade; good commission paid; we
Register.
s
only want a
man of abilCured of Lung Trouble.
ity.
Apply at once, Illinois Pure
"It is now eleven years since I had
(Manufacturers)
Co..
Aluminum
a
escape from consumption,"
narrow
I.emont. Illinois.
writes C. O. Floyd, a leading business
Dangers of a Cold and How to Avoid man of Kershaw. S. C. "I had run
down in weight to 135 pounds, and
Tlicin.
More fatalities have their origin in coughing was constant, both by day
or result from a cold than from any and by night.
Finally I began takother cause. This fact alone should ing Dr. King's New Discovery, and
as
more
careful
is
there
people
make
continued this for about six months,
no dunger whatever from a cold when w hen my cough und lung trouble were
beginning.
in
properly
treuted
entirely gone and I was restored to
the
is
it
For many years Chumberluin's Cough my normal weight, 170 pounds."
Remedy has been recognized as the Thousands of persons are healed
most prompt und effectual medicine every year. Guaranteed by all drugIn use for this disease. It acts on na- gists. 50c and 11.00.
Trial bottle
ture's plan, loosens the cough, re- free.
lieves the lungs, opens the secretions
Our ROUGH DRY work don's have
and aids nature in restoring the system to a healthy condition. Sold by to be washed over. Imperial Laundry Co.
all druggists.
five-room-

m

t
raw

Life Building.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the laterlor, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 19, 1906.
Notice la hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of
March 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as
amended by the act of February 21,
1893 (27 Stats., 470), and that said
proof will be made before the probate clerk at Los Lunas, N. M., on
January 26, 1907, viz: Mariana Chavez de Otero, for the Small Holding
Clnlm No. 2547,
7 N., K. 2 E.

situate

in Sec. 36, T.

He names the following witnesses
adto prove his actual continuous
verse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Francisco Aragon y Baca, of Los
Lunas, N. M.; Aniceto Aragon,
,
Orona, Qulrino Samore, of
Gull-lerm-

Per-alta-

N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of Bald proof,

or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations
of the interior department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the above
mentioned time and place to cross
examine the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL It. OTERO,
Register.
Small Holding Claim No. 2547.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
Office at Santa Fe. N. M.

Land

Dec. 29, 1906.

Notice is hereby given that Santl
ago Griego of Carpenter, N. M., has
filed notice of his intention to make
final five-yeproof In support of
his claim, viz: Homestead entry No,
10.301 made Nov. 20, 1906, for the
8
NE'4 und lots 1 and 2, Section
3, Township 9 N
Range 6 K., and
that said proof will be made before
H. W. S. Otero, United States Court
Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N.
M., on Feb. 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence up
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz
Venceslado Orlego, Salomon Griego. Dario Chavez and J. R. Carpen
ter, all of Carpenter. N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
ar

NOTICE I OR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
Land
Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
Dec. 29, 1906.

Notice is hereby given that Lucio
Ortega of Chilili, N. M., has filed no
tlce of his Intention to make final
proof In support of his
claim, viz: Homestead
entry No,
6.702 made Dec. 10, 1901, for the
WVi NE 4 and EVj NWH. Section
12, Township 8 N
Range 6 E.. und
thut said proof wil be made before
H. W. S. otero. United States Court
Commissioner, ut Albuquerque, N
M., on Feb. .1. 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence up
on, and cultivation of. the land, viz:
Francisco Garcia, Estolano Ortega,
Lorenzo Sanchez and Edward Carter
all of Chilili, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
five-ye-

ar

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
Lund
office at Santa Fe. N. M.
Notice

Dec. 29. 1906.
is hereby given thut Jesus
of Chilili, N. M
has filed

Ortega
notice of his intention to make final
five-yeproof in support
of his
claim, viz: Homestead
entry No.
6.70,1 made Dec. 10, 1901. for the
SW4 SWi. Section 1. W '4 NW'i
and NW'U SW'4, Section 12. Town
ship s N.. Range 6 E., and that said
proof will be made before H. W. S,
Otero, United States Court Commissioner, ut Albuquerque, X. M., on
Feb. 5. 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence up
on, und cultivation of. the land, viz:

Francisco Garcia, Estolano Ortego,
Lorenzo Sunchea and Kdwaid Carter,
all of ch.lili, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTKRO.
Register.
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The Right Name.
FEE'S PEERLESS HOMEMADE
Mr. August Sherpe, the popular
CANDIES, AT WALTON'S DRUG
overseer
of the poor at Fort Madison,
STORE.
la., says: "Dr. King's New Life Pills
New
Bakare
rightly
with
Home
lift
orders
named; they act more
ery will recei,,' prompt attention and agreeably, do more good and make
delivery.
one feel better than uny other laxative.'' Guaranteed
cure biliousLESS DIRT, MORE HEAT $6.00 ness and eonstip'ittou. to ;sc
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At Santa Fe and Placed

Valu-4-

t

atlons on Railroads and
Lands In Territory.
Valuation!) placed by the territorial
board of equalization upon the different clauses of property throughout
the. territory of New Mexico, at its
regulur January meeting, 190":

Ilallrond.
on the Pecos Valley & Northeastern Hallway company, main line front

Its' Carlsbad depot north, per mil'.',
S.7Bt.
Prom Its Carlsbad depot south, per
mile, 3,000.
On oil Its side tracks and swltcho,
per thlle, $1,000.
On the New Mexico & Arizona
Railroad company, per mile, 14,750.
On all Us side tracks and switches,
per utile, $1,000.
On the Atchison. Topeka & Santa
Fe Railroad company, from Its Al

buquerque

depot

per

north,

mile,

7.&eu.

depot to
From its Albuquerque
Kinson, per mile, $6,000.
From Rlncon to Iemlng, per mile.

$.0.
From

Rlncon

to

Texas line, per

mile, $,000.
From Its Albuquerque depot west
per mile, the same as is fixed by act
of congress.
On Us Silver City branch, per mile,

$4,60.

On Its White Water spur, per mile
$2,500.

alley

branch,

per

Oa its Lake
mile. $3,000.
Magdalena
On Its Socorro and
branch, per mile, $3,250.
On Its Santa Fe and Umy branch,
per mile, $3,500.
On Its Cerritlos Coal railroad, per
mile. $3,090.
On its Las Vtgas
Hot Springs
branch, per mile, $3,000.
On its Blossburg branch, per mile.
$3,600.
On its Hanover branch, per mile,
$2,000.
On It Santa Kita branch, per mile,
$2,000.
On all its side tracks and switches,
per mile, $1,000.
On the Colorado & Southern Railway coBipany, per mile, $5,250.
On Its Catskill branch, per rolle
$2,000.
On all its side tracks and switches.
per mile, $1,000.
On the Southern Pacific Railway
company, per mile, $8,000.
On all its side trucks and switches.
per mile, $1,000.
On the El Paso & Northeastern

Railway company, from tho Texas
line north, per mile, $6,500.
On all its side tracks and switched,
per mile, $1,000.
On the Alamogordo & Sacramento
Railroad company, per mile, $3,000
On all Its side tracks and switches.
per mile, $1,000.
On the Denver & Rio Grande Rail
road company, from Antonio to Du- rango line, on that part of the linn
running in New Mexico, per mile
$3,259.
On all

per mile,

its side tracks and switches
$1,000.

On the line of railroad connecting
with the Denver & Rio Grande at
l.umbcrton, running from Kudo
Lumberton, per mile, $1,500.
On the Capitan branch of the El
Paso A. Northeastern Railroad com
pany, per mile, $2,000.
On all its side tracks and switches.
per mile, $1,000.
On the Jarilla branch of the El
Paso ti Northeastern Railroad com-pan- y
per mile, $2,000.
On all its side tracks and switches,
Iter mile, $1,000.
All the calculations per mile above
stated Include and cover all rolling
stock, locomotives and cars of all descriptions, except sleeping cars.
Other values fixed upon the property of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe Railway company are as follow:
On Its Castaneda hotel, at Las Vegas, $14,000.
On its passenger depot at Las Vegas. $3,000.
On its superintendent's house at
Las Vegas, $2,500.
On its Alvarado hotel at Albuquer,
que, $27,000.
On its machine shops, fixtures and
materials, at Albuquerque, N. M,

Grande, within ten miles of railroad,
$5 per acre.
Timber lands east of the Rio
Grande, within ten miles of any
$3.60 per acre.
ten
All other timber lands over
miles from any railroad, $1.50 per
acre.
Coal lands within ten miles of any
operated railroad, per acre, $20.
Coal lands, more than ten miles
from a railroad, per acre, $10.
Mineral Lands.
All patented mineral lands, other
than coal lands, per acre, $20.
The values fixed upon agricultural.
timber, coal, mineral and grazing
lands are intended to apply to and Include all land grants, and agricultural, timber, coal, mineral and grazing
lands on such grants, shall be classi
fied and assessed as such by the
proper officers.
City, town, village and all other
property not herein enumerated shall
be assessed upon a basis of 60 per
rent of Its cash value.
Stock horses, per head
$12.60
Saddle horses, per head
15.00
American horses, per head.... 40.00
American mules, per head.... 50.00
15.00
Common mules, per head
Stock cattle, north of the 36th
parallel, per head
10.00
Stock cattle, south of the 35th
parallel, per head
9.00
Cuttle, other than range stock.
per head
15.00
1.0-Common gnnts, per head
Improved Angora goats, per
head
2.00
Sheep, per head
1.75
Hurros, per head
2.00
Swine, per head
3.60
Ranks.
Xationnl and other banking stock
and surplus, at 60 per cent of its par
value, and all real estate and Im
provements belonging to such banks
to be assessed as other property In
that locality, except banking buildings whe'e any portion of its capital
stock Is invested In such buildings.
K
and Telephone Line.
All telegraph lines carrying one
wire, per mile, $50.
For each additional wire, per
mile, $5.
Local telephone companies In cities,
towns and villages, for each telephone instrument, $10.
For long distance telephone com
panies, charging rates not to exceed
50 cents per message, per mile, for
one wire, $20.
For each additional wire, per
mile, $5.
For long distance telephone companies charging rates more than 50
cents per mesage, carrying one wire,
per mile, $50.
For each additional wire per
mile, $5.
We also call attention to the fact
that some district attorneys arc neg
ligent in their duties and are not
properly enforcing tho law regarding
the collection of taxes.
We also call attention to the fact
that assessors do not pay enough attention to the assessment of lumber
companies and coal lands in the various counties of the territory, and any
omission should be looked Into and
corrected by the county commissioners.
It is well to mention the fact that
there has been a marked Increase In
tfvx return of all classes of property
throughout the territory, especially
In towns and cities, and also a more
uniform and equal assessment and a
great increase in the collection of
taxes during the last two years.
JAMES S. DUNCAN, President.
Attest:
VENCESLAO JARAMILLO,
Secretary.
rall-roao- d,

CITTZKJT.

court yard or plarlta, and the other a
passageway or saguan leading from
the placlta.
The opinion of Assoclato Justin Ira
A. Abbott yesterday In the case of
W. R. Pliant, appellant, vs. 8. Grab-fieldand Company, appellee, recites thut this cause and that of W.
R. Pliant, appellant, vs. S. Hersch and
Company appellee. Involved the name
facts and legal questions and should
be consolidated and decided on one
brief from each side for both causes,
and that the opinion rendered by
the court should he decisive of each
case.
Both cases were appealed from the
district court of Chaves county. The
suits were the outcome of alleged
promissory notes.

SUPREME COURT

er

RENDERS MQRE

DECISIONS
Two More Attorneys Admitted
to Practice-Committ- ee
on
Resolutions Named.

The supreme court of New Mexico
continued Its session at 10 o'clock
yesterduy morning in the chambers
at the capitol building.
The following cases came up for
consideration yesterday:
No. 1132, Levi R. Thompson and
A. U. McMIUen, appellants, vs. Maria
Inez Garcia de Snyder, appellee.
Judgment of lower court reversed
and cause remained with Instructions.
Opinion by Associate Justice Pope.
No. 1101. Roman L. Caen, et al.,
plaintiffs. Filomena Perea de Otero,
et al.. Interveners, appellants vs. Santiago Anaya. et al., appellees. Motion
to quash citation
overruled.
The
court held that It had a right to order ciatation to issue and when no
personal service could be obtained
that service by publication was sufficient.
No. 1150. W. R. Pliant, appellant,
vc. S. Orabflelder
A
Co., appellee,
Judgment of lower court affirmed.
Opinion by Associate Justice Abbott.
No. II S3. Territory of New Mexico
appellee, vs. L. A. Meredith, appel-lanReset for February 25.
No. 1181. Cutler &Nelson Paint and
Color company, appellant, vs. Orson
S. Hlnman and Earnest L. Oakes,
appellees. Submitted on briefs.
No. 1182, Browne and Manzanares
company, appellee.
vs. Cassius C.
Argued and subGuise, uppellant.
mitted.
Commitments were issued by the
supreme court yesterday morning for
John Black, James Black and John
Murphy, who were convicted of train
robbery In the. fourth judicial district, and sentenced to seven years'
Imprisonment In the federal prison
at Leavenworth, Kansas.
L. Bradford Prince
yesterday morning called the attention of the court to the recent death
In Chicago of Judge Joseph K. Gary.
The committee appointed last year
to draft resolutions on the death of
Judge Tule was Instructed to pre
pare a memorial for Judge Gary and
Judge
present same to the court.
GarywBB one of the original members of the bar of New MexKearney
code
ico
under
the
court. He was over a quarter of a
century a prominent Jurist in Chicago. He became famous in the
celebrated trial there of the anarchists.
Attorneys John A. Pace and W. E.
Goldman of Clayton, and Edward P.
Davles of Wlllard, were admitted to
practice law In New Mexico. Messrs.
Pace and Goldman took the oath of
office yesterday morning. Mr. Davles
was given until February 25 to be
sworn in and sign the roll.
Opinions in Two Cohcm.
In the opinions rendered yesterday
by Associate Justice W. H. Pope in
the case of Levi R. Thompson and
A. B. McMIUen, appellants, vs. Maria
The Grip.
"Before we can sympathize
with Inez Garcia de Snyder, appellee, the
others, we must have suffered our- court holds that the existence of an
selves. No one can realize the suf- easement affords no obstacle to the
fering attendant upon an attack of partition of real estate and the cause
the grip, unless he has had the actual was ordered remanded to the trial
experience. There Is probably no dis- court for further iroceedlngs yiot
ease that causes so much physical and Inconsistent with the opinion. The
mental agony, or which so success- cause was appealed by the defendfully defies medical aid. All danger ants from the district court of Ber- from the grip, however, may be avoid- j nalillo county.
ed by the prompt use of Chamber- ) The case Is a partition suit Invov-in- g
lain's Cough Remedy.
two lots situated in Albuquerque,
Among the
tens of thousands who have used this described as lots O and II of Block
remedy, not one case has ever been 2 of the Ambrosio Garcia estate. It
reported that has resulted in pneu- is alleged that the lots In question are
monia or that has not recovered. For in possession of the litigants as tensale by all druggists.
ants in common, one being an interior
d.
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ATTACIIES HONORED
London, Jan. 19. At the first level
of the year today Captain Sydney A.
Cloman of the Twenty-secon- d
United
States Infantry; Major John Beacom,
military attache, at the American
embassy here, and John R. Carter,
secretary of the embassy, were Introduced to Queen Alexandra by King
Edward at Buckingham Palace.

is
Mr. L. P. Byrne says,

"1

have taken your Bitters for
Indigestion,
Dyspepsia and
Stomach
other
troubles and
I gladly
find It invaluable.

recommend it."
6

CONVALESCENTS

Druggists,

FIND

or

Gen-

and has

our
Private Stamp over the
neck of bottle. Refuse all
eral Dealers
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Grocers

all
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Vm.

All Other Shoes at 10

Per Cent Discount
Our window display will give yoa
inkling
an
of the shapes that styKshx
dressers will wear, but come in and carefully inspect the shoes themselves. We feel
confident that if you are a man who
wants the best money can buy we wiH

Ialr of

MipiM-i-K-

.

IN SOUTHERN ALBERTA.

J. K. Allender says,
"After suffering for 4 years
Mr.

from Dyspepsia, Indigestion
and Liver troubles without
obtaining relief I was persuaded to try your Bitters.
It completely cured me."
RESTORING

STRENGTH

AVE.

CANADA

$18.00 to $25.00 per acre
Irrigated farm lands In Egypt, according to report of tie Unit
States Department of Commerce, are worth $225 per acre. Irrigate,
.
farm lands in the United States are worth from $100 to $$,000
par-acre-

lilue Lee, the two-tim- e
winner from
a Hiring of
has been
bought by Captain Thomas Copo, at
New Orleans for $2,000.
Urown Hal, 2:12
the greatest
producer of pacing speed In the country, was retired from the stud this
years old
week.
He Is twenty-eigand was In his younger days the property of Major Campbell and Captain
Campbell of Tennessee.
The Kkeleton of Sysonby, the great
est horse of his day, la being mounted
for exhibition and will soon be placed
alonslde that of George Wilkes and
the big Percheron in the horse alcove of the American Museum of
Natural History.
A son of the famous Dun Patch
has been sold by Edgar lieerslng of
Indiana to James E. Tracy ot New
Orleans for $3,600. He Is now 6 years
old and very promising.
The entries have appeared for the
English Derby, Two Thousand Guineas and Doncaster St. Leger. Eight
Americuns have entries, amongst them
being August Ilelmont, Herman H,
Duryea. The total entries number
King Edward, Richard Croker,
167.
Mrs. Langtry, Lord Hoseberry, Lord
Falmouth, the Duke of Partland have
several entries each and 13. lilanc,
and others, ure to the fore with nominations.
The real name of the steeplechase
Jockey killed at Ascot Parle on December 24, is Lewis Sureda, and his
parents are living in Budapest, Hungary. I If rode under the name of
Iewis.

Irrigated farm lands In Southern Alberta are worth just ag Back,
or more than lands In Egypt and the United States, bnt the Caaadtssa
Pacific Railway Company Is selling them at from $18 to $25
for the purpose of Inducing settlement In their 3.000,000-ac-r
block.
Irrigated farm lands sold by them three months ago at from fis
to $25 per acre are now being held by the purchasers at from SSS to
$75 per acre.
The difference between $18 and $2,000 is worth while. If you am
interested in doubling and trebling your money within a few bmoUuk,
If you are, drop a card to the address below and recelre detail!
including maps, literature, etc., fully describing the opportunity of the age.

pr

The Canadian Pacific Irrigation

Colonization Co's., LI1
ROOM 31, CALGARY, ALBERTA, CANADA

Bmlom

Oopmrtmont,

Albuquerque

Irrlftmd Lmnd;
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Sir Thomas Upton's eufi fur the
Janientown exposition will be worth
1,000. It will be for a large cIhhh
anil above to be
of sioopB, forty-foruced for In one cIiibh on full time
allowance.
LewiH Heriog, of the New
York
Yacht club. In havliiK a fast open
launch built for use on the Maine
coHHt ut North Haven.
She will be
over fifty feet and will have a speed
of 21 knots.
sloop rigged auxiliary
A new
launch built for Vincent E, Hubbell
of the Iarchmount Yacht club, and
one built for L. G. Jones of
the New York Yacht club, have arrived at Miami, Floni'a, where they
will be uited during tho season.
the
F. W. Hoyt lias purchased
schooner yacht Amarita, which was
built In 1895 for W, W. Bractaw and
for several seasons has been the faxt-schooner of her size. Among other
rich prizes that she captured was the
Astor cup.
ot

45-fo- ot

et

Paulding, Obio,

121 RAILROAD

Sporting Irrigated Farm Lands

MISCKIXANKOl'S.
C. Maynard, known aa the
"Faro King," for years a gambling
house proprietor In New York, Is
dead. He was 4S years old, made a
large fortune as a gambler and lived
with IiIh wife at the Antor, where he
Alonzo
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3000 Pairs Men's!
Fine Shoes

SHOE STORE
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have your trade.

2,

BITTERS

always for sale by

I Mi

JIACING

HOSTETTER'S
Oak Harbor, Wash.

Not only means the Best!
Shoes but it stands equally
for honest advertising.

Notes

A

CHAPLin

KM Il.ASSV

Be persuaded this very day to get a bottle of

1 THE GENUINE

Win.

OX 1MXTKKT.

Costiveness, Poor Appetite, Belching, Bloating, Heartburn,
Headache, Colds, Female Ills or Malaria, Fever and Ague,

watt-.-lightr-

The Name

Judge Mann, of the sixth Judicial
district, has anounced that jurors will
be drawn at Estancla on the 23d for
a short term of court In Torrance
county. The session will begin on
February 4, but it will be a short one,
as there Is but $2,500 available in the
court fund. However, the session
promises to be an Interesting one, as
there are four murder, cases on the
docket. Among the most noted of
these cases is that of the Territory vs.
Domingo Valles, who will he tried for
the assassination of Colonel J. Franco
Chaves at Finos Wells about three
years ago. Since his arrest Valles
has been confined In the penitentiary
at Santa Fe awaiting trial. Jap Clark
will be tried for shooting a man named Chase at Torrance some eighteen
months ago, while Elise Venezuela
will face a Jury charged with the
murder of Jose Lueras, a sheep herder, and one other murder case, together with several cattle stealing
cases are also on the docket.

cure ailments of the Stomach, Liver or Bowels. If your stomach is weak
and your appetite poor you need the Bitters at once for it will make a weak
stomach strong without fail. Thus it cures Dyspepsia, Indigestion,

STOMACH

yearly and open season
with new goods.

SHOUT TKKM KCIIK1U I.F.I FOR
FKIIUCAKY AT KSTANCIA
FOl'Il Ml'KDKIl CASKS

first, to its absolute purity, and second, to its ability to

asnc-Bse-

Is to clean up stock once

IN

In the composition of Hostetter's Stomach Bitters the high standard of purity now required under the pure food and drug act of June 30,
906, has always been maintained. In fact, its wonderful success has

lc

THE POLICY OF THIS STORE

sur-fnc-

AND ALWAYS HAS BEEN SINCE 1853

On its lots and town property, beRail-rod- a
longing to the Santa
company at Gallup, N. M ,

PACK THKfcOC

Bware of Ointments for Catarrh That
Contain Mercury,
ss mercury win surely destroy the sense
of smell and completely derange the
whole system when entering it through
the mucous surfaces. 8urh articles
should never be used except on prescriptions from reputable physicians, as
the damage they will do is ten fold to
the good you can possibly derive from
them. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured
by F. J. Chenney & Co.. contains no
mercury, and ts taken Internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
of the system.
In buying Hulls
Catarrh Cure be sure you get the genuine. It Is taken Internally and made
In Toledo, Ohio by F. J. Cheney & Co.
Testimonials free.
Sold by druggists. Price, 75c. per nettle
Take Hall's Family 1111a for

IT IS PURE

$100,000.

upon other property
belonging to railroad companies doing business in the territory of New
Mexico, except main tracks, branches,
side lines, switches and rolling stock,
Is hereby fixed at the same valuation
as such property was assessed In the
various counties in the year 1906, that
class of property including buildings,
roundhouses,
repair and machine
shops, tools, Implements and supplies,
and all other property not Included In
main line, side lines, switches and
branches and rolling stock, and in
case there is any additional property
of this class which was not assessed
In the year 1906, its valuation Is hereby Axed and established at the sarno
valuation as similar class of property
was
in the year 1906.
railway lands
The Santa
in ultimate sections at 25 cents per
acre.
The Pecos Valley railroad lines in
Roosevelt county at M.25 per acre.
Agricultural Iand.
Agricultural land in actual cultivation, with permanent water rights,
not less than $15 per acre.
Agricultural lands actually In cultivation, without permanent
not less than $7.60 per acre.
Agricultural lands capable of cultivation, but not actually in cultivation, under ditch or artesian lands,
per ;u re. $125.
Grazing IjmuIs.
ira.4itig lands with stock
watr
t hereon by well or otherwise, so located r situated as to utilize privileges of grazing on government land'',
per acre, $1.25.
t! racing lands so situated or located
a.-to utilize grazing pdivlleges on
government
land,
stock
without
Mater, per acre, $1.
Gracing lands other than above
lM lnd, per acre, 30 cents.
Timber lands, west of the Rio

EVENING

died.

not to
States skating associations
send men to this year's championships held by the Amateur Skating associations of Canada In Montreal, because the latter has withdrawn from
the Canadian Amateur Athletic union,
which body threatens to professionalize amateurs.
The Canadian Amateur
Athletic union, in reply, deny that It
has ever hud anything to do with
skating In Canada.
J. 1'elrpont Morgan, who has hitherto relied almost entirely on Imported collies, has made some purchase
from the I'rincess de Montgglyson of
Sag Harbor, L. I. They are sable and
white puppies and are now at Highland Falls quarters and will compete
as part of Mr. Morgan's entry at the
Westminister kennel In England. Mr.
Morgan paid a very liberal sum fur
his present acquisitions.
A great automobile track Is going
to be constructed in the Crystal Palace, London, where world's championships can be run.
At a conference between
Dr. E.
Lasker, chess champion of the world,
and Frank Marshall, the American
master, it was definitely decided to
begin play in the first game of their
by
matches for the title, now held
I.asker, and a purse of $1,000 on
January 26. New York will be the
scene of the first part of the match
and the masters will then go to Philadelphia, Memphis, Tenn., and other
leading chess centers to complete th
contest.
George Sutton and Ara Moriiing-sta- r
will play for the Id. 2 back line
billiard championship of the world
iu the Orchestra hall. New York, on
January 21. The match will be for a
purse of $1,000 and the entire net re- ceipls.
During th romtng summer there
will be a big American tour of aulo-- j
mobllists through Europe, the dls-- j
tance to be covered to be 3.000 miles.
Arrungernents are being completed In
New York for the tour.

COAL
BEST CLARKVILLE LUM4
PER TON
ItU
BEST AMERICAN BLOCK
IfcSQ
PER TON

WOOD
BIQ LOAD OF MILL WOOD
S2.2S AND
cOR

Ul

John

Beaven

S.

502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

Thos. F. Keleher
Headquarters for Low Price
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes.
c
Brushes and
Jap-a-la-

408 Wt$t Railroad Atamao
COMING

EVENTS

January 1. 22 and 23 The V.tSri
Tucker Stock Company.
Jauuary 2S Paul Gilmore, la. Yaix
Keliruary 1 King Richard,
tfe
Third, by John Grltlth.
February 5 Sl Hopkins.
February 6 Messenger Boj.
February y CresUm Clarke,
February 11 Julius
bp
Caesar
Charles llanford.
March 14 The County Chairuujt.
This U the banner perfornKiac uf
the season.

August Helmone has presented a
trophy for the opening shoot of I'alm
lieach Gun club on January SO.
The new Plnhust system of qualification is being tested for the first
time at the third annual
tournament at I'mhurst, N. C Under
the system entrants have been required to furnish their asuoclation
handicaps and have been classified In
divisions according to these handicaps.
If you want good substantial,
Give us your ROUGH DRY
Athletic home-mad- e
Amateur
Thu Canadian
bread, get it from the Monday, and get it back Wdnu4&r.
union has Issued a warning to United New Home Bakery.
Imperial Laundry Co.
l
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ROAD WORK
One of the suggestions that Is made In the Interrs'

f good ronds," says the Muscatine, Iowa, Journal, "I
be utilised In building roads instead
f employing It In that line of manufacturing whlc
comes In competition with free labor. That might wor
fell light In the vicinity where the prisons are located
but how would it work in other parts of the Mat
Working convicts a hundred miles from their base c
pvpplie would be rather risky business."
To this the Burlington Hawkeye replied: "This has
always been one of the practical difficulties In the wa
It has bee
f an otherwise desirable proposition.
thought It could be overcome In part at least by studyln
the conditions carefully. The American inventive mil
The plan of work
ls usually equal to every emergency.
4ng convicts might be put to practical tests, beginning I
the vicinities of the penitentiaries. Prison labor might
b further utilized in preparing road material for sur
facing highways. Doth of these have already had som
preliminary tests and out of that experience the legis
lators and county supervisors and local road workers
ought to be able to see the next step that can be taken.
Commenting on the same problem, the Leavenwort
Times says that "Warden McClaughry notes unoth?
problem, also. In connection with the plan of working
When prisoners are
the convicts upon the rouds.
employed, he says, there is a criminal element that ha
t some time or other been associated with these me'i
which follows them about, much to the annoyance o
property owners in the territory where the roads are be
Ing worked. However, It is not to be expected that in
the way of any enterprise or undertaking there will lie
no difficulties, and If the results are profitable above the
cost, the thing is worth trying. Many miles of good
roadway have been constructed in the south by convict
labor, and the plan has proved generally so satisfactory
tbat It is still in effect. Portable camps have been pro
Tided .and but few of the prisoners escape. In appo
Honing any prison population for road work It would
doubtless be a good Idea to select those who arc held
for the less important crimes only. The two element
to 1ms given the chief consideration are, first, that convict
labor should be taken out of competition with the trades
us far as possible, and second, that there is an em
phatic demand for road Improvement."
New Mexico has found but little trouble of any kind
thus far in the employment of convicts In the construc
tion of public highways. It is true, the work done has
ten experimental In character and limited In extent of
both work and number of men employed; but as far as
gone, the result has been most satisfactory.
It is great
ly to be desired that the legislature shall arrange for Its
continuance on a much larger scale. Good roads are
among the crying necessities of New Mexico, and it
would be well did every town, every county and the
whole territory employ its prisoners in street and roud
improvements of a permanent character.

that convict labor
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When the grown women earn on an average only
Christian Science Services will be
sen a day, what pay do the children get? Twelve sen held in the Grant building, room
25,
Sunday at 11 a. m. Subject,
that Is 6 cents. Six cents for a workday of twelve
"Truth."
Wednesday evening serhours!
That Is what they begin with.
When they vices at 8 o'clock.
Reading room
grow older and more efficient they get more; but from open dally from 8 to 4 p. m.
6 cents to 15 cents
that Is to say, from 12 sen to 80
Highland M. K. Church South 318
sen there Is not much room for graduation.
The high- South Arno street.
Services at 11
a. m. and
p.
7:30
m.
Kpworth
est rung In the ladder Is low, Indeed.
League at :30 p. m. Strangers are
It goes without saying that such a life Is dreary In earnestly
Invited O. B. Holllday,
the extreme. Indeed, It Is a matter of fact that 80 per pastor.
cent of the men employed In the biggest and most prosChristian
Church Corner
Gold
perous of the Osaka mills leave within a year.
They avenue
and Broadway; Ernest K.
seek less exacting labor elsewhere.
But the women
ruwiora, minister. Sermon at 11 a
and children cannot leave. They must toll on, and I m.,
"The Symbolism
Meaning of
was told that now and again a woman will be seen with Christian Baptism." and
Evening wor
young
a
baby tied to her back tending the machinery.
ship at 7:30. Sermon on "The BlessIs It any wonder, then, that these poor parents re- ing of Faithfulness."
joice if they can get their boys and girls apprenticed,
St. John's Fplscopal Churrti
Sileven though the service be for years for practically no ver avenue and Fourth street.
Sun
wages?
day school at 10 a. m.
Morning
With the boys the service is generally comparatively prayer and liturgy 11 a. m. Morning
ing
service 7:30 p. m. The Bev. K.
easy.
The apprentice, or "detchl," Is bound to his masGray, of Carlsbad, N. M.,
ter, who has absolute power over him. The boy's first McQueen
will officiate at these services.
great lesson Is obedience.
0
Flint Baptist Churcli Broadway
He lives on the premises of the store, shop or
and
Lead
avenue.
Sunday school at
where he works, which habitation his master pro 9:45 a. m.,
J. A. Hammond superinvides.
His master also provides the detchl's food, which tendent. Public
worship at 11 a. m.
Is of the simplest; two suits of clothes n year and a
and 7:30 p. m.. with sermons by the
trifle of spending money on holidays.
pastor, J. W. T. McNiel. Young peoThere may be one or a dozen such apprentices.
I ple's meeting at 6:45 p. m.
know a gentleman In the wholesale drug business who
Congregational
liroudway
has fifteen. These are In addition to some sixty or sev and Coal. MorningChurch
service 11 o'clock.
enty other employes.
The quartette composed of Mrs.
Mrs. Washburn, Mr. Gould
Ity degrees the detchl climbs the ladder of efficiency
until he graduates and Is no longer an apprentice.
He and Mr. Washburn will render HavIs a
clerk, workman or whatnot, and as en's "Must Jesus Bear the Cross
such he has the proud distinction of getting In wages a Alone?"
Offertory solo by Mr. Gould, "The
mere nothing, for clerks are miserably paid.
way of Peace," Loid.
Sermon by liev. J. H. Heald. Sub
r take the case of the poor man's little girl. If
she be bright and pretty her most promising career Is ject, "Ark Building."
Evening service at 7:30. Address
that of a geisha a singing, dancing, instrument-plnyln- g
to young people by Rev. J. H. Heald.
girl. That Is to Ray, she Is to be an amusement-make- r.
First Methodist Kptscopal Kev. J.
.She Is put into the hands of a master who takes C. Rollins, D. D., pastor.
The Sunyears to train her, not only to dance, sing and play, but day school meets at 9:45. Strangers
worhow to carry herself with ease and prettlness when In cordially welcomed. Morning
company the company of gentlemen for the most part, ship, with sermon by the pastor at
for these geisha girls are men's, not women's entertaln- - i 11 a. m. The morning subject Is,
ers. She Is also taught how to converse attractively, ' "Voices From Naboth's 3 Vineyard."p.
League meets at
o'clock
how to arrange her hair must bewitchingly and how to Junior
m. Kpworth League at 6:30. Evenwear becomingly fine clothes one obi or sash to cost ing service at 7:30. The pastor will
more than all her poor little wages for a year as a cotto- speak on "A Man or a Sheep, Which
n-mill
girl could pay for.
is the More Valuable?"
The public is Invited to all serAnd at last, after a long time of teaching, she be
The church Is situated on the
comes a
She then may be 12 or 13 years vices.
corner
of Lead avenue and South
10
or 17 she becomes a Third street.
old.
And when she comes to
full geisha.
First Iresbytcrian Church Corner
She Is hired nut to sing, dance or play at private
street and Silver avenue, Hugh
houses or, hiore commonly at public tea houses. And Fifth
A. Cooper, pastor.
at 11 a.
what is her pay then? The best full geisha averages m. and 7:30 p. m. Service
In the morning
not above six or seven yen at an evening's entertain- there will be the Communion and the
ment. That is, $3 or $3.60.
reception of new members. At 7:30
How, then, can they wear pearls ami diamonds and p. m. Mr. Charles D. Hurrey. interhave maid servants to attend them and have private national secretary of college Y. M. C.
Students
By sell A. will deliver an address.
licklshamen" to draw them about the city?
of the University of New Mexico are
ing that which ever seems to be a salable commodity.
Invited as Mr. Hurrey's
This, however, is not regarded with the same op especially
work is largely with college students.
probrium here as with us. Duty to parents comes The
meeting, however, will be of genhigher and many of these geisha girls in this way sup- eral Interest and the public Is inport, or at least help support their aged or incapacitated vited.
parents, and in so doing are thought, to be entitled to
selections
The following musical
and do receive much respect. Henry George Jr.. In will be rendered:
Male Quartette .
....Selected
Philadelphia North American.
Belts, Wolklng and
Messrs. Cozlne,
Scott.
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
Hayden
"Largo"
8 Solo
Selected
SOME REASONS WHY SMOOT
Mrs. Hugh S. Collins.

Portland Oregonian:
The sooner our Judges and
lawyers get rid of the notion that they possess despotic.
authority over the
departments of the government the better It will be for the public welfare. Th
tmpreme law of this nation is the many-heade- d
Demos,
the vulger herd, the common people, and the depart
ment of government which they find most useful to them
and which they are Inclined to hold in highest respect
at present Is the executive.
"Great, wise and good
Judges" are no more essential to the country that great,
wlae and good congressmen, and not half so important to
the nation In mass as a great, wise and good president
We mast have good judges; that is a matter of course
but We must also have good men In other public office.
Good judges alone will not keep the nation from ruin
The fact of the case is that if we could get laws made
which were perfectly adapted to the public needs, they
would be In a great degree
and self- SHOULD NOT BE EXPELLED 8
executing.
The need for those dangerous "unwritten
principles" which Judge Hrown talks of will tend to
disappear and the work of courts and lawyers will be
Mr. Hopkins of Illinois made a speech In the senate
reduced to a minimum when the business of government
the
other day in defense of Senator Smoot's right to
is placed where it belongs, directly in the hands of the
retain his seat.
Several other republicans will speak
people.
on the same side this week.
The discussion is to be
Carlsbad Argus: There Is much being said at pres. closed by a speech by Mr. Foraker in favor of the I'tah
ent In regard to the abolition of tho territorial bureau of senator. It Is believed that nearly all the republican
immigration, and the press of the territory is rallying
to the support of Max Frost, its most efficient secretary. members .are on Mr. Smoot's side, while nearly all the
The Argus can attest to the good work done by this Im democrats are in favor of any measure which will result
portant bureau, and to the energy und zeal of its secre in vacating Mr. Smoot's seat. The senate committee de
tary, who has been tireless in his efforts to bring people cided In favor of unseating the Utah senutor, but the
and capital to the territory by telling of the wonderful decision was readied when nearly all the republican
resources of this truly wonderful land.
The Denting members were absent except two, who voted with the
i.raphie. in a recent issue, intimates that the people of democrats against the senator.
the Pecos valley are not duly appreciative of the good
it is strange that there should be a division on
work accomplished by the bureau, but In this that paper party lines on this issue.
It Is stranger still than any
is mistaken and the people of the valley will subscribe to body, democrat or republican, should favor expulsion.
the sentiments of the Graphic, that there Is probably r.o Senator Smoot lias all the qualifications for membership
territorial Institution that, considering the amount of in the senate asked for by the constitution. He has
money expended', has done or is doing as much good for committed no crime of any sort. He is not a polygamlst
me real advancement and progress of the territory, as now, and never was. Nobody has ever accused him of
has been or Is now being achieved by the bureau of lm being a polygamlst. He opposed polygamy even before
migration. To abollhh it would be a fatal mistake and his church, through the manifesto of its head, supported
one that would prove a detriment and Injury In many by a vote of Its executive council, publicly renounced
polygamy. As a business man, as sL husband, as a
ways.
father and as a citizen, his reputation has always been
He holds his seat by as valid a title.
The Colorado suite uiililiu took part in the iintu above reproach.
Suratlon of Governor Uuclilel, the other day, and oil's moral as well us political, as any man In bis chamber.
ttaron Kberhard von Pawel, a former German army of Jlobe Democrat.
fleer, was pleased to announce liiineslf us very much
XXXCOXX0XXX3XX0X00XC00
amused by the appearance of Colorado's
let him laugh. One thing is certain, no vagrant
GOING WITHOUT IS ONE
convict, wearing a cast-of- f
cuptain's uniform could have
imposed upon a squad of that militia, inarched them
OF THE LOST PAST ARTS
to a thriving town, took possession of the place, turned
XX000XOQOOOOOOO0XX00000t
out the officials, appropriated the public funds and
Ity Cynthia t.rey.
then marched the siuad away again. This was done re
cently with soldiers of the great German army; but it
In Brooklyn, X. Y., meat recently m nl up 2 cents
could not have been done witli u squad of the rawest pound.
0
American militia, even though they did not march as if
Two days later meat went down 2 cents a pound,
ramrods had been thrust down their spines.
'i'liree oi four women l; outfit down the market,
I
Kasy. They went about anione their neighbor
Keprcsenlalive Downey, of Indiana, the oilier day, low?
nd had a few private interviews which resulted in tho
introduced a primary election hill in the legislature ot
onclusion that it wouldn't be such u hard thing for that
that tttale. The bill provides that all parties must hold parlicular
community to go without meat for a while
their priiuarii-- on the same day. in fact, it provides for
day no meat was sold. One of the women
a
For
.Vol
only does ii cover Hie holding ot
Joint primaries.
primary election, but it also lay ilown a plan for party told the butchers that they had decided to til without
eat. The price of meat immediately went down 2
in- - election
organization.
of i euiral committees and
nls a pound.
other oflici i s. All members of party com iiilll. es must
It will be Nome time before the butchers try anal l
lm elected by the voters at the primaries.' The republican patty In this territory Is pledged to some such law,
raise the price of meat in that neiKhborhood. Thcrand no doubt the approaching legislature will redeem re some people there who will actually go without
the pledge.
io without!
It lias been a loin; time wince those
Words were seen in print. They used to be a household
h,, wile w uuliw ord
The great ami public spirited reformers
elected without party, as they claimed, und purely for
In the days of our grandfather and grandmothers
reform purposes, about which they said so much befom If meat was high they went without. If tun was higrl
election, have beun us meek as .Moses und us mum us hey went without. If EUgar was expensive they went
mice, on their favorite theme, ever since the result ot without. If oil was too high thev went to bed earlv to
the election was announced. Not one lias come forward
ive burning It. If apples were high they went without.
with an offer to reduce his own salary or to offer u diBut that was long ago. Wo don't know what it
vision of bis fees. it Is evident that the people must leans to deny our stomachs anything they crave.
look to the legislature for the reforms which are neede-!o without?
Why, we must live.
Yes, and we
nr-- l
live on what we want, no matter how much it cost.
The Intel slate commerce commission has decidi
We are the most extravagant livers. Wo will cat
that the hew law regulating railroad rates does not apml we will have what we want ho long as there is a
ply to common carriers transporting government prop- penny left
erty, and that railroads may give reduced rates to th
We are iniprov idem ami
Xo mall
government for the transportation of officers.
To an what things cost we will buy.
We won't Mibslltute, we
oulsides there would seem to be little or no reason why
m't go w ilhout.
a thing which Is wrong as to all others should be rigli.
Tradesmen know tills, ami prices in the face of KU'h
as to the government.
demand go soaring higher and higher
Tile women of Brooklyn have found an effective
Vesuvius ik discharging u lot of mud.
Ilallier than lub to hold over their butchers Self indulgence is the
11 go to waste, souiebdy may import It for use in the
backbone of the trusts and those of mi who won't "
Jitxt campaign.
without are the life blood of the monopolies.
--
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TROUBLES OF JONES
BROTHERS IN POLICE COURT

IK KXPLANATOltY
BUT MAGISTHATK DIDN'T

C. TltlKK TO

IT

SKK

WAS C. C.

Jones is a common name but circumstances with the arrest and trial
of two brothers who bear It were a
Their
little out of tho ordinary.
names are Frank and C. C. Jones.
Patrolman Babbitt picked up Frank
last night gloriously full. When he
got Frank to the city Jail door he
sighed for companionship.
"Say, Mr. Officer, you will find my
brother C. C, ut that saloon up on
the corner and he's Just us full as
I am; won't you bring him down to
keep me company?" he hiccoughed.
The patrolman locked Frank up and
later found C. C. whom he obligingly
escorted to the Jnll.
Frank Jones was lined first this
morning In police court. The magistrate then turned to the other,
"What Is your name?"
"C. C," with a grin.

See Ours

MclNTOSH HARDWARE CO.
NOTHING
TO CLEAR OFF

3. D. Eakln, President
O. Oioml, Vice President.

All Goods Are New And
Stylish.
PrlciiCut for Rmat ot Thim Month

J

Consolidated Liquor Company
'Lli--

SucceMOn to

i

MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
kaep

Boy's fine overcoats. .. .$ 2.75
$25 Men's overcoats
SI 1.50
$20 Men's suits, good as
made
$12.50
$14 business suits for
8.75
Elegant Ladles fur for
4.75

Wa

.

avarytblog la stock to outfit tba
bar eomplata

most fastidious

Hve been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Joe. .
Schlltz, Wm. Lemp and St Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowetone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer'a Cedar Brook, Loule Hunter, T.J. Mon-arcand other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article as received by us from the best Tv Series.
Dlstaieries and Breweries In the United Stat s. Call and Inspect omr
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List.
Issued to dealers only.

F. M AH ARAN
Railroad Ava.

Opera House Roller Rink
LADIES ADMITTED

Humphrey

fit EE

't'

OVALS

I.

-

HEAT with the
Whole of it.
COOK with
Half of it

1

Simple,

"What?"

"C. C."
"No, I don't see," fcaid

I

Cheap,

lie magis-

trate severely.
"C. C.
ed.

Economical.

Jones," some one explain-

"Oh, I see," lie said, "you're one
of the brothers."
"I'll tine you 15 each."
The lines were paid after ('. C.
demurred to the disorderly part of
the charge alleging lie was just a
plain drunk.
Peter Huberts, an Italian arrested
by Patrolman
ltossi lust night for
being so drunk he went to bleep In
the street was given live days In the
city Jail.
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The Albuquerque
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Gas, Electric Light
and Power Go.

SsioM-I- O

to 12. 2.30 to S 30 sad 7.30 to
. 10 30 P. N.
.
. .
Good Music and no
for itstruction.
.

Corner Fourth and
Gold Avenue

chrt

Phono Red 90

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take LAXATIVE BKOMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money If
It fails to cure. K. W. GROVE'S
signature U on each box. 25c.

Cosceded loday Is k the

CAMsoB

ct.
GENERAL

if

CONTRACTOR

NtTAm OOLD AND

AUTO.

fKVCNTH

fNOMf NO, 90

but is tht

world

Chickering & Sons Pianos
...SOLD ONLY BY THE...

IVITJIIC
WHITSON
(Established
1882.)

"""IT
THEY ALWAYS

lyBBBBMSMBM

GO TOGETHER

a happy purse and a good, nourishing
ioai or jialliiiir's delieious bread. Our
bread doesn't make your purse suiter.
It Is more economical than baking at
home, and you get palatable and
wholesome eating without cooking at!
ess cost than when you bake yourself.
Try some of our Butter ( ream. It Is
a nMal for the Gods. .

PIONEER BAKERY,
MOUTH

CO.

Com in and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything in music
from a talking machine to a Grand Plan -- sold on our new easy
ment plan,
116 South Second street.
New' Mexico.

J. F. PALMER

'

1

Year the Standard of Piano Construction)

(Eighty-fiv- e

KAXC1I KfitiS.
For fresh eggs, one or two days old
phone Black 102. J. T. Harger, 12th
street and Mountain road.
Patronize the "New Home" 11a
ery, 213 West l'.ailroad avenue.

A. D. Johnson

A GIOMI.

WMOLKBALm OKALCRB IN

$6

SOT W

Chu. Mellni, Secretary

O. Bachechi, TreMmrer.

riRBT

BTRKKT.

Accidents will happen, but the best
regulated families keep Vr. Thomas'
Klectrio iil for such emergencies. It
subdues the pain and heals the hurts.
FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE, WALTON'S DRUQ 8T0RE.

Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
601 North First Street
Both Phones.

ol

o o o

oo-
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The St. Elmo
BARNETT,

Prop'r.

West Railroad

Avenae

JOSEPH

120

Mi0isliaiOf.

000

o o
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Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc. 2

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

AOAOafcO

o

a
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ALBUQUERQUE
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BURRO REGION

ODD FELLOWS WOULD HAVE

CEMETERY

CO-OPERATIVE

f

ATTRACTING

SJjiaMSBISaBBBSSBaSNaaVSA

Resolutions Favoring Association Idea
to Be Transmitted to Other Fraternal and Secret Societies.
UNDERTAKERS EXCLUDED FROM
BECOMING SUPERINTENDENT OR MANAGER
For several years past there ha
been a constantly growing demand
for a new Albuquerque cemetery.
Numbers of plans have been foisted,
but evidently to no purpose, since no
action has been taken on any of
these, there being no crystalizatlon of
effort to bring about the realization
of the projects. It has remained for
the fraternal orders represented In
the Duke City to tuke the matter up.
Last night at the meeting of Harmony lodge No. 1. I. O. O. F., the
Initial step was taken to bring tho
matter to the official attention of tha
different fraternal orders represented
in the Duke City, when a resolution
which appears below was unanimously adopted. Copies of it will be
transcribed and submitted to every
fraternal and secret organization In
Albuquerque.
of which X. E.
A committee,
Stevens is chairman and II. K.
Rogers and J. J. Votaw members,
was selected to confer with like committees of other secret and fraternal
orders having chapters In Albuquerque to devise ways and means for
the organization and Incorporation of
the cemetery association set out In
the resolutions.
n
The. underlying idea in the oi
of an association, it wotilo
appear from the resolutions, is to
so
make the cemetery
that all of the benefits and emoluments will accrue to the cemetery In
It 's
the way of Improvements.
manifestly the aim of the resolutions
to place the cemetery matter in tho
hands of an association Insteud of
an individual.
The. Resolutions.
Whereas, It Is believed to be ext
pedient and desirable that the
and fraternal orders within the city
of Albuquerque form a cemetery association and acquire the necessary
property therefor, for the purpose of
providlnig a suitable place for the
interment of the dead; and,
Whereas, It Is believed to be desirable to provide In such association a
a fundamental law thereof that no
undertaker, either in the city of An
lbuquerque or elsewhere, or any
connected with the undertaking
business, should be designated or become the superintendent or manager
of such cemtery association; now,
therefore, it is hereby
Resolved, That a committee if
three be elected from the floor of this
lodge to confer with like committees
in number the same as herein provided of other secret and fraternal
orders of the city of Albuquerque, to
devise ways and means for the organization and incorporation of such
cemetery association, and to take all
necessary proceedings therefor, and
to report to this lodge as soon as
practicable, and not later than the
third regular meeting from the date
of the adoption of this resolution and
the election of said committee ns
And it is hereby
herein provided.
Resolved. That the secretary of
this lodge transcribe this resolution
and transmit the same to every secret and fraternal organization in the
city of Albuquerque, and also to append thereto the names of the members of the committee who are to act
of
in this behalf, with credentials
their election.
Some Expressions of Opinion.
A reporter for The Kvenlng Citizen
today Interviewed a number of representative people of Albuquerque who
are directly and indirectly in touch
with cemetery matters upon the proposed organlza'ion of a new cemetery association'; They were shown a
copy of the resolutions which passed
the lodge last night and then asked
for their opinions, which follow;
Mayor Frank McKee:
"I think
the plan Is a capital Idea and most
organizaof the secret and fraternal
tions will endorse it. I have'nt time
this morning to give you an extensive
interview, but you may quote me ns
saying that the proposed cemetery
plan would redound to the credit of
Albuquerque as well as to the lodges
and individuals who take the matter
actively in hand and push It toward
a realization."
Rev. J. C. Rollins, pastor of the
Kplscopal
Lead avenue Methodist
church: "I think the idea Is an excellent one and it should be curried
out."
ganl-zatito-

sec-ro-

per-Vo-

A.

Uordi-rs- .

undertaker:

'The

plan as outlined by Harmony lodso
No. 1, I. O. O. F., meets with my
hearty approval, and if such steps
had been taken a few years ago the
cemetery association would now have
in
th
several thousand
dollars
treasury for permanent
improvements that would beautify the ceme
tery. For Instance, take one acre of
ground, which contains 43.T.60 square
feet, at the nominal rate of thirty-fiv- e
cents per square foot would
amount to 1 13,246. The single grave
alone In Fairvew number nearly 900.
which cost 111 per grave, the expense
of which Is Il.n0 for opening and
closing, leaving a net profit on each
grave of $9.50, or in other words, for
single graves in Falrview cemetery
there should be $8,500 in the treasury
for beautifying the city of the dead,
to say nothing of the private burial
ground, which ranges at a price from
twenty to fifty cents per square foot.
If the other secret and fraternal orders of the city will show the same
brotherly love and respect for the
dead as has been manifested In the
action of Harmonoy lodge No. 1, I.
O. O. F., tho city of Albuquerque
m
will. In tho near future, point
pride to a beautiful cemetery, as we
ilo today to our public schools,
churches and lodge organizations."
"I do not consider
F. H. Strong:
the plan a practical one. I presume
that no one In the city has given
more thought and study than
I
I have, as that is iny
business.
consider tho mesa the only practical
u,
cemtery, as in the
ir
is struck within a few
the surface, and In the high-- t
any point where a cemetery
te placed, the ground U
t it caes in.
Most of the
low--at-

er

CAPITAL
Rich Mining

Prospects Now

Under Development Promise Big Values.

EVENING C1TIZEK.

days of mining In this locality for
silver nlone. I'pon assaying the
dumps they found the ore carries
from ten to thirty dollars per ton
In gold nnd from eight
to twenty
ounces per ton In silver. A force of
men will be put to work the coming week to cleaning out the old
shafts, building nnd repairing roads
and getting things In readiness to
commence shipping these old dumps
In the near future.
About one hnlf mile north of the
tunnel now being driven Is a large
spring which nffords ample water to
run a three hundred ton stamp or
concentrating mill.
There Is an abundance of timber
on the ground fur all mining and
buildings purposes
which will be
reached by the wagon roud they are
now building.
The company has one of the best
equipped assay offices In the territory
where two men are kept busy sampling their ore.

PAGES

'OH, LISTEN TO THE BAND;"

Never before In Albuquerque have
outsiders attended a band rehearsal
and become so absorbed In tho music
that they forgot that n show was In
town to which they had tickets, but
that Is exactly what occurred lat
night at the second band rehearsal
of the newly organized
America1!
Lumber company band. In view of
the popular sentiment that the Murray & Mack attraction at the ElkJ"
opera house wns rank, those sixty or
more visitors who heard
Director
a late
Ellis' bandmen play until
hour In their quarters over the Insley
Cycle company, on Gold avenue, haV-- '
good reason In congratulate
themselves.
Under the direction of Mr. Kills the
musicians played everything
from
the "heavies" to popular marches
and other less difficult selections. A
cornet nnd trombone duet by ltthrop
and Kister wns one of the rehearsal
features. Individual performers nnd
the band were nllke applauded to the
echo.
It was the second rehearsal of the
new band.
(Monday evening there
will be another rehearsal, to which
the public Is invited, and thereafter
public rehearsals will be given on the
second Monday cvenlnfc
of each
month.
lief ore essaying a difficult overture
from the opera
"Faust." Director
Kills announced that as there were
several new bandmen with whom
he was scarcely acquainted the listeners must bear with them, but tho
listeners did not have to draw upon
Ihelr charity, for the bund played the
difficult music as one competeit
critic declared, "right up to the
handle."
About 9 o'chick someone happened
to remember he had
some show
tickets. "Gee, I forgot all about the
show tonight; but this Is better than
a show. 1 guess I'll stay."
"That's right," echoed two others.
"I was going to the show, too, but
this music will do for ine."
Owing to the lengthy program and
the "soft" lips of the brass Instrument men, particularly the cornet
players, the band responded to but
one of the enchores which invarlab'y
followed the close of a selection.
A number of ladles present were
just as enthusiastic as tho male portion of the audience.
Nice, new benches have been prepared for the public In the band
room.
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Go-Ca- rt

rt
with
Here is a folding
more strong nnd practical points
on the market.
than Any
to
Every feature was designed
meet the particular requirements
of mothers for the health and
comfort of their children. Among
Ihe most attractive features of
are
the Fulton folding
the following:
Its pretty and
graceful lines, its beautiful piano
finish, the flexible swinging seat
which prevents all Jolt or Jar to
the baby, the back of the leather
seat can be instantly changed
from a sitting to a reclining position, making a most comfortable
resting place for a sleeping child,
it being so shaped as to perfectly
fit the body of any child. It can
be folded In five seconds time so
it will fit a trunk, go In a suit
case or can be carried In the
hand. See them at
go-ca-

MtKIU IO VERS HOI MLY Al.
PLAI D NEW HAND AT REHEARS L LAST NIGHT.

The Ilurro mountain district continues to attract the attention of capital and some very extensive develop"Suffered day and night the torfraternal orders have plots In Fair- - ments are being carried on by the
view cemetery, ana l do not Deilcve numerous companies now operating ment of Itching piles... Nothing helped me until I used Doan' Ointment.
that there are enough deaths in the In that field.
me permanently." Hon.
organizations who have not plots to
All through the great Porphyry belt It cured
warrant a new cemtery. Of course which defines this copper bearing re- John R. Garrett, Mayor, GIrard, Ala.
I realise that there Is a strong degion large bodies of ores are being
I have fc found wherever the sulphide zone Is
mand for Improvement.
PRESHYTERIAN SALE.
family plot In Falrvlew cemetery and reached which ranges in depth from
The ladles of tho Presbyterian
am as anxious to see It Improved as two to three hundred feet. Ore bod- church are preparing for a sale of
anyone. The Falrvew Cemetery as- ies from fifty to one hundred and home cooking, home-mad- e
candy and
sociation has just set aside a sum of fifty feet wide have been opened up aprons, at the Woman's Kxhane".
money for the Improvement of th on n number
properties at this Thursday, Jan. 24th. At noon they
cemetery. I am at this time figuring depth while the ofsurface showing
was will serve lunch and in the after- with an eastern firm for Iron fencing, quite unimportant.
up noon and evening Ice cream and cak
led
This
has
and we expect to have water at the to the conclusion that all the miner- will be for sale.
cemetery as Koon as Colonel Sellers alized belt promises great returns
FREE! FREE! I REE:
returns from Colorado, so that th-- i with proper development.
Sunday afternoon, at Casino lady
University Heights company can coMany new finds are being made soloist and orchestra.
operate with us."
of the district are
' I and the boundrles
IS.
K. Adams, undertaker:
being constantly
A healthy man Is a king In his own
beyond
extended
think they should have a cemetery what was
formerly
the right; an unhealthy man Is an un- - ,
for Albuquerque owned by the frater- limits of the copper considered
bearing section. happy slave. Rnrdock RIood Hitnal orders, as all cemeteries owned It is now believed that
this district ters build up sound health - keeps
by such organizations that I know of
proper development is destined you well.
are kept in good shape. The need with
for such a cemetery here is apparent. to become one of the largest copper
Open till Tuesday. 6 p. m., the 22 1.
I can heartily endorse the movement producing areas In the United States.
for everybody, tho following kinds of
Rich Strike Recently Made.
and will do what I can to further the
Inner Seal Pkg. Cracker at
A rich strike was made last week
cause."
PER 1K(J.
on the Robinson group of mines situThree pkgs., or any multiple at one
ated near Leopold and belonging to time,
one kind or assorted:
PHOTOGRAPHERS PROMISE
Copper
Robinson nnd Porterfleld.
City Soda, Faust Oyster. Social
taken from a vein which has the
appearance of being several feet in Tea. 5 O'clock Tea, Fig Newton,
NOVEL ENTERTAINMENT
width gave returns of 31.6 per cent Graham. Frotana. Rulter Thin. Zwiecopper, which at the present market back, Cracker Meal, Small Nabisco
f ers.
value amounts to about $150 per ton. WaLarge
Nabisco Wafers, 20c box.
I'KNXIMJTOX & DAVIS A UK OUT This property Is being Investigated
6 for
Riscult und Zu-Zplkakk tiik rrm.ic with by Denver people who Intend openTIIK DIMODKIM AITO-MATIing up on an extensive scale. The 25c.
Rorona Soda or Oyster Crackers
TIIKATIIK.
group comprises over thirty claims
about 22 lbs. each net,
and bus a fine showing of copper by theperbox,
lb.
If P. T. Harnum,
the lamented bearing ground extending over quite 7Kc
CASH GROCRRY
showman, made several fortunes by a large area with water and timber ALHUQUKRQUK
CO.,
humbugging the American people In abundance and seems capable of
315 Marble Ave.
with his "greatest show on earth," becoming an important producer.
why can not two enterprising
On what is known ns the PorterFREE! FREE! FREE!
with plenty of Ideas and a fleld midway between Tyrone and
Sunday
at Casino lady
smaller amusement enterprise secure Leopold, an Important find was made soloist und afternoon,
orchestra.
deserved patronage by giving the last week, a fine body of black oxides
THERE MAY HE MIME PEOPLE
people their money's worth?
and carbonntes was uncovered which
There will be a parish meeting In
WHO HAVE
Albuquerque has two men who are gave an average of 25.7 per cent cop- the vestry room of St. John's Kplsco-pa- l IX ALIHrQlTEHQVE
NOT YET TRIED THE COLUMIUTS
enterprising and they have both ideas per.
church Monday evening, Jan. 21. HOTEL. TOMORROW THEY WILL
The Azure Mining company are at 7:30 o'clock. Matters of importance
and the amusement feature, ho they
DI'MP-LINGAX II
know the rest will follow. They are proposing to make some extensive will be discussed and a large attend- HAVE CHICKEN
Pennington & Davis, Railroad avenue tests with diamond drills on their ance is desired.
photographer and their show will be ground In St. Louis canyon to deorchestra, of Kansas City,
Harsh physics react, weaken the at Ladies'
Automatic termine the most suitable location
called the Dlmodeum
Casino, Sunday afternoon.
Free
constipation. to patrons of street car line.
theatre. About the Ideas, they have for a triple compartment shaft and bowels, cause chronic
plenty of them. They are picture will, during the coming year work a Doan's Reglets operate easily, tone
ideas and people like pictures, but larger force of men in developing the stomach, cure constipation. 25c.
THE REGULAR DIG CHICKEN
Ask your druggist for them.
AXI) DIMPLING FEAST AT THE
moving pictures best of all, and that their copper deposits.
is what these gentlemen purpose to 1YHiisMrtatioii Facilities Favorable.
COLUMBUS HOTEL TOMORROW.
Ladies' orchestra, of Kansas City,
The Comanche company have enoffer the public about the first of
Casino, Sunday afternoon.
Free
We do It right. ROUGH DRY. Im- next week at .109 West Railroad ave- countered large bodies of copper ore al patrons
of street car line.' "
perlal Laundry Co.
In the Roone and Aqtioqua shafts at to
nue.
The admission will be ten cents and a depth of about three hundred feet
Pennington & Davis are confident and, as soon as their narrow gauge
that you will get your money's worth Une reaches their ground they will
be able to supply a large tonnage to
and more.
This
A part of their commodious gallery their smelters in Silver City.
has been transformed Into a mlnature company has contributed greatly to
by
locality
their
theatre, which will seat between 150 the prosperity of this
and 200 people. Upon a large screen gigantic enterprise. In constructing
picIn
smelting
New
plant
they will reflect the best moving
the lnrgest
tures ever seen In the Duke City nnd Mexico, ns well as one of the largThat our stock of Groceries, Meats and
all of them will be new and distinct- est ' concentrating mills In the southProvisions
is always complete ahd our prices are right
west,
ly original.
nnd are connecting their works
Some of them will be
with their mines at Pinos Altos and
life size.
STOP AND TAKE A LOOK
Their films will come directly from the Hurro mountains by the building
or telephone your order to the
This
the east. Kach will bo 1,000 feet of a narrow gauge railroad.
long or over; some 1,200 feet in company Is also opening up the sullength. Assuming they are 1,000 feet phide gold bearing ores of Plnos AlCHAMPION GROCERY AND MEAT MARKET
long, it will only cost you a hun- tos, and supplying the fluxes for their
022-2- 4
dredth part of a cent to see one pic- copper matting furnaces. A large
ture; isn't that worth the price? tonage Is now being produced from
LIVE AND DRESSED POULTRY
BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL
The film selections will please every- that camp.
Orders
prompt
parts of city. Give iih a
delivery
to
all
solicited
and
Among the other large companies
particularly.
body,
the children
trial order.
(Irown folks will see something to at- operating
in the Rurro mountains
tract them for these pictures will be is the Rurro Mountain Copper comabout
kind. They pany, who are concentrating
of the human interest
&
two hundred tons dally from a hunpromise to fill a long felt want.
announced
Mr. Pennington
this dred and fifty foot vein of copper and
morning that the theatre will prob- the Tyrone Development company,
ably not be ready for the public be- who are sinking four shafts to a
fore Tuesday, as some of the para- depth of five hundred feet and have
phernalia has not arrived yet. An- already developed large bodies of copWhere to Dine Well
nouncement of the opening will ap- per from forty to eighty and a hunpear in due time in these columns.
dred and forty feet In width.
The Los Rullion Spanish Mines
company is operating extensively on
Open Day and Night.
OWING TO TRAIN DELAYS
the east slope of Rear mountain, seven
miles northwest of Silver City. They
Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
have recently purchased one thousand
AND SLIGHT SICKNESS acres, of mineral land In the Rear
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
Mountain Mining district. They are
Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.
and
driving a double compartment tunMiss ALBRIGHT DID NOT LEAVE nel one thousand feet to cut the eon-taI "Oil THE EAST AS REPORTand also to tap the old workings which they expect to do In the
ED, HUT WILL ;et
near future. They are also sinking
AWAY TONIGHT.
a shaft on the line of the tunnel
Owing to the delay of the trains to open up the old workings and to
from the west, coupled with a slight use us an air shaft for the tunnel,
indisposition contracted at the1 recent and are working a large force of
concert given by the St. John's guild. men on a road grade leading from
Miss Claude Albright failed to leave (lie mesa into the canyon where the
for the east, as stated the other day tunnel Is now being driven.
in the city papers, but has arranged Value Have Reached
Over $1,000 IVr Ton.
to leave for Washington, I. C., on
d
flyer tonight.
She
The old workings referred to were
the
has recovered her health, and hopes discovered to be old Spanish workto be in excellent condition to ap- ings and up to the present time over
pear in grand opera at Relasco's, ten miles of these workings have
From 213 West Railroad Ave.
Washington. February 4. under the been explored. From the many asWilso.i says made from the broken rock in
direction of Mrs. Hattle
the stopes and drifts an average of
dreene.
The Washington Post in its article over tMi dollars per ton In gold and
The exrelative to the appearance of grand silver has been obtained.
opera at the national capital, has perts and mining men that have
Raynolds' New Building
made a thorough examination of the
this to say about Miss Albright:
stopes
over
in
estimate
pains
old
drifts
and
spared
no
Mrs dreene has
securing the best available artists for one million tons of broken rock now
opera.
Miss ready to be taken out and shipped.
the leading roles in each
Claude Albright wil Bing "Carmen." A great many of the veins first discovered were In lime and quartzite,
Azucena in "II Trovatore," and
In "Rigoletto."
but by exploring farther out and
Miss Albright was one of Savage's deeper the old drifts w;ere found to
greatest successes last season in the extend into the porphyry and phono-lyl- e
repertoire company, having sung the
where they ure getting their
season before the last the role of highest values, some of which give
Kundry in "Parsifal." She achieved returns as high as 66.30 ounces of
Start the New Year With a Greeting to All.
a notable success during her sojourn gold and 33.90 ounces of silver, makAnper
$1,359.73
ton.
Messrs. Jones and McFoIl, experienced men Just from the Bell Vernon
in Purls, where she won a position ing a total of
with the opera comlque. Winifred other sample taken from a vein three
Farms Co. Dairy, of Los Angeles, will have the business In charge. This
means you will get the best dairy products on the market.
doff, who is now conceded to be one feel in width, one hundred feel north
One trial
of the foremost barytones on the of the above sample give returns of
Yours for 1907,
and you are unr customer.
4
20
ounces
operatic stage, will be heard as
10.32 ounces of gold and
THE MATTHEW DAIRY CO.
in "Carmen,'' and also, in i.f silver, making a total of $209.34
McFALL, Proprietors.
and
JONES
THOMPSON".
the difficult role of "Rigoletto."
Mr. per toll.
don is now singing with the "Madam
The company while actively engagliuttertly" company, and will close ed in driving their tunnel ami sinkhis engagement with them January ing nhafts have ulso had the best of
0.
He will remain in this country prospectors examining
the surface.
especially for these performances in They have discovered many large
DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
Washington, after which lie will sail veins, several of which carry pay ore
for Europe.
SHERjiAN-WILLIAMand only need opening up to comPAINT Covers more. Icon best, weara tha
mence shipping.
longest, moat economical; full measure.
BEST SUNDAY DINNER IN THE
On the southern end of this properBUILDiNu PAPER Always, lo stock. Plaster, Lime. Cement. Paint,
CITY AT ZEIGER'S CAFE RES- ty, which extends over two miles
Glass, JEash, Poors, Etc.
TAURANT, FROM NOON TO 3 P. M. north and south, is a number of old
FIRST
STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MIX.
ONLY FIFTY CENTS.
shafts that were worked In the early

to

The Fulton Folding

FORGOT MURRAY AND MACK

FIVE.

go-en- rt

go-ca- rt

toY ros use.

ALBERT FABER'
308-31- 0

.... Staab

Railroad Avenue

Building

REPORT OF, THE CONDITION
OK

The Bank of Commerce
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

.

At the close of business January 7, 1907

RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts
Furniture and Fixtures
Heal Estate
Cash
Due from other Hanks

$1,005,430.23
6,036.95
13,421.97

117.49.S6
367,605.93
$1,508,963.79

LIABILITIES
Capital Paid Up
Surplus and Profits
Deposits

$

150,000.00
59,044.11
1,299,919.58

$1,508,963.79

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Bernalillo ss:
I. W. S. Strlckler, Vice President and Cashier of the
Hoove named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement Is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
W. S. STRICKLE R,
V. P. & Cash.

'

Please Remember

Subscrl'td and sworn to before me this 8th day of
January, A. D. 1907.
R.

M.

MERRITT,
Notary Public.

DIRECTORS.
SOLOMON
J. C. BALD RIDGE,

LUNA.
W.

J. JOHNSON.

W. TljeroH

LOMMORI

MATTEUCC.I

Santa Fe Restaurant

ct

C.

Lint Im Huvoy

E. SUNTAAGG,

...

Proprietor

REMOVAL

. .

east-boun-

French Bakery

.

To 202 East Railroad Ave.

Albuquerque,

New Mexico

Mad-dale-

The Matthew Dairy Co.

--

J.

C.

BALDRIDGE

Convenience - Comfort - Security
The

telephone

makes

the

duties lighter, the cares less,
and the worries fewer.
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

The telephone

prsssrvM

health, prolongs your Ufa
protects your homo.
IN

HOME

YOUR

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

HANDSOME

Crockery
Souvenir
views or
Alvarado, Cathedral, Commercial Club
Household Goods of Every Description
4MS&

Borradaile
117 W.

& Co,

Gold Ave.

Doctor McCormick

Temporary offices, 522 West Railroad avenue. Nervous diseases of
women a speclulty. Treatment for the permanent cure of all drug
habits undertaken. The liquor disease absolutely cured or not pay; you
to Judge and pay after cured. My treatment may be sent to your home
on a most liberal guarantee, a stamp brings particulars. All business
strictly confidential. Hours I to 8 o'clock. W. W. McCORMICK. M. D.
Sixth street and Railroad avenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Have Your Hand

Read by

Most

Renowned

Palmist and Clairvoyant

Mme. Le Normand
Has Arrived, Will Remain a Short Time Only
Tells the past present and future. Reunites separated, telle bow
to gain the love of the one you desire, though miles away; how to succeed in business, speculations, marriuge, law suits; locates mineral.
HEADING, 25 AND 60 CENTS AND UP.
ROOM S3 GRAND CENTRAL HOTEL.

rr.F.

ALUCQUERQUE

six.

EVENING

CITIZEN.

SATIUDAY, JANLARV

It, IHT,

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
ALBUQUERQUE

Get Out Your
Earring's

New YorK F&slkiora
New York. Jan. 19. Is there ever
time when a woman does not need
Just one new hut? What with the
summer fogs and bleaching sun, and
the cruel winds and rain storms of
winter, millinery, which Is usually of
t lie most perishable goods, has a hard
time of II. and my lady Is always In
need or sonietning more for ner goon
appearance.
At the present moment
there are absolutely different styles,
each and nil of which seem to be the
very latest and most admired. There
are large hats and small hats, severe
bats and elaborate hats, huts with
wings anil hats with roses, hats with
black
Mowers and hats with feathers
white, red. green, blue as well as the
pastel shades, nnil those duller tints
that are so popular this winter.
of course, the lirnt requisite of a
hat Is that It be becoming. That
goes without saying, but the Ideas of
what Is becoming, seem to be greatly
at variance to Judge from the styles
that many women udnpl. Now every
woman wishes to he smart and picturesque at the same time, while as a
matter of fast, there Is only about
one woman In a hundred und that a
young one. who rnn be picturesque,
though It Is possible for all women
to be smart if and here's the point
if they will study themselves md
dress accordingly. The hats of tnis
season seem to be created for the
woman with fluffy hair, whereas nine
women out of ten hnve straight hair,
and It there be little of it woe is her
only portion.
This Is where good
dressers have learned to cultivate an
art. There are two methods open for
these women: First, they may visit
a hairdresser's have their hair arranged in a manner becoming to their
own face, while keeping within up to
date styles, then my lady must go
to her milliner and have a hat
made to suit
her
face and
whenever the hat is worn she must
learn to do her hair In that one style
or the good effect will certainly be
lost; or this woman may let her milliner pick out for her a hat, suggest
where and how to pull the hnlr this
way or that or build It up or down a
little more and then fill in the bare
spots with a flower, puff, rouch, etc.,
so that It may fit the face, the first
method Is the surest for a hat that is
made over. In the latter way is often
spoiled by adding too much.
While a woman with a big face
should not by lights wear a small
hut, yet if they know how to place
the hat at the right angle on the
head and how to arrange the hair on
the sides, around the face and at the
back of the head so that the angle
will be becoming a small hat is often
made extremely becoming. A little
change in the trimming will do a
great deal, such as the bringing forward or backward or higher up on
the sides of the wings, quills, or bow
of ribbon. The woman with a small
face must be a careful as Bhe who
has a large one, and these with long,
round, or oval faces all must study
their own particular style and figure
as well.
Stiff shapes as well as soft shapes
vie with each other for supremacy In
popular favor. The stiff shades are
not as a rule very becoming, especially to the oliler or very young faces,
but to the tailor-madtrim, business
looking woman there Is no style that
carries out her make-u- p
to the better
as well as the stiff hat. Almost without exception the stiff shapes have
crowns round, medium high and the
crown is trimmed with a fold of satin
or a rosette of ribbon or velvet or
satin for the sake of the softening effect. If the hat is made of two or
three folds of velvet soften it materially, and then the trimming
is
supplied to whatever else is required.
The edge of many of the velvet hats
Is finished with a band of mirror velvet or satin. The satin shapes of latest winter are still worn but are not
considered so very smart, and the
on velvet hats are also
tulle let-Istill worn. While there never were
so many hats trimmed with flowers,
yet feathers ure Immensely popular,
especially ostrich feathers. The stiff
hats look better for a trimming of soft
ostrich feathers, while the velvet hats
are considered more smart If decorated with wings, quills, ospreys, or
cock feathers. Lace and fur is still
used In the combination of a hat both
for the street und dress affairs but in
the case of the latter fur is used
only as a trimming.
This year the
fad of having the fur animal spread
out over the whole hat has gained
favor.
The smartest Idea for a dress hat
is a turban, toque or some odd shape.
not very large and covered with Irish
lace with a sable animal either round
the brim or forming a part of the
crown. The dress hats for winter are
hardly to be diutinglulshed
from
those of summer, they resemble each
other so closely. Tulle and pleated
net, tulle and silk are made up in
exactly the same lines for either season and It is only the touch of fur
that makes the winter hat permlssa- ble. Tulle and velvet are oftener seen
in winter than in summer. All velvet
hats in plain and mirror velvet trimmed with tulle are the most suitable
for winter and they are seen on all
occasions and In all colors.
The hat to match the costume is
still very popular but one sees more
black huts thun during last winter,
and yet there are certain costumes
that should never be worn with a
black hat, this is true of red, blue,
and certain green shades, In fact, all
shades that are dull In tone. Again
take such colors as the bright greys,
mode shades, pink, light blue, or
black itself, and the black hat is a
style-givesomething that brings out
all the beauty of the gown.
A word might be said of theater
huts, and It is a word that Is needed
too, fur good taste is often transgressSize of the hat
ed in this matter.
should depend upon the seats to be
used. In a box large hats are effective
and in good form; and there Is no
place where the picture hat shows off
to better advantage than in a box ut
the theater. The prolile of the wearer. Is turned toward the audience and
consequently the lines of the hut,
which, of course, should follow those
of the face. The black hat is often
of the light
the accompauyim-n-t
gowu but more often a picture hat in
gown
is seen this
keeping with the
season. If one is to be in an ordinary
lit
seat a small hut
the better style
n
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The wearing of earrings, in lute
years regarded as a relic of bui baric
days, has suddenly berome the rage.
The woman of fashion who has
taken to the craze would as soon appear in public without her false puffs
and curls as she would appear minus
her earrings.
And in what a variety of gems and
designs the new earrings come!
Gleaming oriental pearls are the favorites and are worn low on the
lobe of the ear. Two perfectly
matched pearls, the size of a large
pea, on display at a local jeweler's,
cost 15,000. Others varying in size
cost from $800 to 11,000.
Coming a close second to the deli
cately hued pearls are earrings of
coral. Often these are combined with
diamonds. Turquoise, garnets, sap
phires and
stones are
being used in great quantities and
when combined with diamonds cost
from $100 a pair to $2,00.
Indications are thnt the size of
earrings will keep . Increasing until
the long pendants worn In the days
of our
will be
considered the fashionable thing.
As it is, a number of fashionable
matrons who attended a debutante
d
ball last week, wore
pearl drop earrings, ut the end of
which gleamed small diamonds. The
earrings were
of an
inch long.
Scarcely less Important than the
earrings Is the new dressy coiffure.
It is a wonderful creation, all puffs,
rolls, waves and clusters of curls, the
latter bobbing over the ears and often
halt hiding the earrings.
semi-precio- us

pear-shape-

three-quarte-

Two Latest
Hats

Among one of the latest Importations from Paris in the millinery line
is a hat for dress afternoon occasions. It is a tonibliiuUc.il of Hilver
and black.
The hat is formed of silver gauze
over mattler blue satin. The crown
is low and the brim wide. The plume
that encircles the crown Is of black,
and is 40 Inches long. This permits
of It falling over the shoulder after
the hat is trimmed.

Ml

or evening receptions and for concerts an exquisite hat is built on a
tiny frame and Is formed of softest
folds of golden brown panne velvet.
A single orchid is Bet ut the right
side. The coloring of this is a
pink, and from this lovely flower curls a long heavy plume
p and light browns.
In
deli-shad-

'J-

nuto-mobl-

Letter
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Where one must economize, many
women manage to get one coat to
go with a certain costume to make
It complete, and then buy a service
coat to go over the other frocks.
Wraps for the theater are of light
colored fabrics as a usual thing, but
again If one must be saving and go
to many evening affairs on foot or
in the street cars, a black broadIs the most sercloth
viceable. It should be lined with
white satin the quilted king Is prettier than the plain variety. The style
best adapted for such a coat Is the
empire with loose fitting yoke nnd
plaits back and front. The angel
sleeves seen on many of these coats
are too cool for service on cold nights
so the Fllshop sleeve with Its elastic
string at the wrist, finished with lace
ruffles is substituted.
YZANT.
CATHERINE M ANN-Psatin-finish-

le

WISK IVItlWK PETITION
AGAINST GAMBLING
The Indians of Camp McDowell
reservation voluntarily and without
suggestion from any white person,
huve almost ununimously united In a
petition to the commissioner of Indian affairs requesting that Indians
to gambling and tlswhi
addicted
drinking be prevented from coming
on or settling upon their reservation,
says the Native American, published
ed at the Phoenix Indian school. The
occasion of this was the recent killing
near Camp
of live Mohave-Apache- s
Verde by Justin Head, while under
the influence of liquor, as reported in
this paper. Justin Head was sent to
the penitentiary for life.
Chief Novak, Cnptain John Cava
and Interpreter Peter Ocateo. of
Camp Verde, also visited the school
recently and wanted It understood
that they wer? ashamed of the conduct of their fellow tribesmnn, Justin Head, und would do nil in their
power to assist In the punishment of
law brenkers.

Lace Ficlius Popular Again
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EVENING ;

The fichu is holding Its own as the
prettiest and most becoming accessory
for Indoor wear.
There Is nothing so convenient for
changing the appeurance of a plain
house dress as the clinging white drapery of the fichu. One made of white
h
dotted swiss with a
ruffle of
the same going all around the edge
two-inc-

will transform

Sll

WOMAN

"t"

.FI

Capital and surplus. $100,000

TIME

THOK.IIT

Cl:UKMOXY

the simplest gingham

shirt waist suit into a most fetching

house gown.
A soft white mull fichu with deep
flouncing of lllmy lace when worn
over a silk blouse of any of the pale
shades of pink, blue, mauve, yellow
or green can be used with graceful
effect for dinner or theater wear.
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JOKK AMI
ST IX TIMi:.
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INTEREST

Anderson. Ind., Jan.
19.
While
being entertained recently at the home
of a prominent South Carolina family, Miss Marie Oedge. daughter of
Howard Gedge. capitalist,
narrowly
escaped being bound for life to a man
for whom she cherished no tenderer
feeling than friendship.
Through Ignorance of the South
Carolina law which does not make
It necessary for the groom to pro- -

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

omemmm and
tluce a marriage license at the
ceremony. Miss Gedge was made the
victim of a society prank,
which
almost robbed this city of a society
belle.
Some member of the party bantered the northern girl about marriage. It was remarked that there
had been no wedding in the little city
for months. Just to show her northern spirit it was suggested that she
wed one Howard Jackson, a scion of
noble family. She accepted the dare
and the crowd at once went to a notary's office. Here the preliminary
details of the ceremony were carried
out. Just as she had joined hands
with her supposed lover, however, she
noted the serious faces about her, and
when asked if she would take the
man for her lawfully wedded husband, cried "No!"
This, "No" saved her from becoming a real bride when she thought
it was all
"Oh, I guess It was Just Instinct
that saved me," she said. "But really
I tremble every time I think of It,
When I marry. I want to marry a
real lover."
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President
Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

DtfomiTORr

Depositary for Atchison, Topeks

& Sao

1500,000.00
$250,000.00

Is Fe Railway Conpaay

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, MEW MEXICO

CAPITAL
$100,000.00
SURPLUS AND PROFITS, . . . 22,000.00

e.

PORTIONS OF SOUTHWEST
STILL COVERED WITH ICK.
Lansas City, Jan. 19. This portion
of the southwest is still plastered
with a thick coating of Ice.
This
condition has existed for the past
forty-eighours and today there Is
little prospect of Immediate relief.
Telegruph and telephone service In
all directions from Kansas City are
still demoralized and trains are delayed.
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director

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Safety Deposit boxes for Rent Drafts Issued on all parts
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Your Banking Business

DIRECTORS
'
Wm. Fair. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Mlera.
irns. J. A. Weinman. F. H. fstrong. Jay A. Hubbs.

O. N. Matron.
D. H.
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
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Wool, Hide and Pelt D ealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS
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ESTABLISHED

e. PUTNEY
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FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

A

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Oroeaiies
in the Southwest.

V

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AYEN UK.
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ALBUQUERQUE, K. Jr.

We Have Weathered ttia Storm
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Nothing is mo becoming to the thin,
B'rllsh face as the low English style
of dressing the hair. It muy be parted
'' middle or slightly to the side
(und then fluffed about the face. In
jthe back it is arranged low on the
neck in a culiihinuttou of curls and
puffs.
In dressing

the hair becomingly
much depends upon its condition.
Very little can be done with soft,
moist hair Unit "Huts" easily. For
an auburn shade:
ounce each of powder
ed bicarbonate of soda and borate
of soda: one ounce of eau de cologne, 2 ounces of alcohol, Vi ounce
of tincture of cochineal, 16 ounces of
distilled Kalt-r-.
one-fourt-

ifli

and sunshine and so have our paints.
fact It's because our paints have
stood time and weather so well that
we are doing such a good business.
We sell the best paints always.
You'll nnd our paints the cheapest
because they are the best. Ready
mixed paints, varnishes, colors and
brushes.
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GRANDE

LUMBER

CO.

Corner Third and Marquette

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

h

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flinlkote Rooting

F,st Md Marqaette
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THE WHOLESALE GROCER
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NEW MEXICO

JOSHUA 8. RATNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEfl
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS
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"
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

ifcjijp
FORT RA YARD, N. M., DEC. 24.
,
Sealed proposals in triplicate for furnishing and installing electric light
fixtures in Post Exchange at this post,
will be received here until 11 a. m.,
January 23, 1907, and then opened.
Information furnished on application.
United States reserves right to accept
or reject any or all proposals or any
part thereof. Envelopes containing
proposals should be endorsed "Proposals for Electric Light Fixtures in
The clever woman In matters of
Post Exchange. " und addressed to
style is the one who knows what
Cnpt. S. P. Vestal, (quartermaster.
mode of halrdresslng best suits her
If you want resu'.t In advertising, particular type of face. Fushlon did
trau evening Citizen want ad.
Its best during the year passed to
force all women to adopt the elaborate, muchly-wavepompadour, but It has now lost out, for
! lit.ui'l tnow
.i.l.'i.
'ill
:va
every style Is now permlssable so long
as the one adopted enhances th
,) 1 M A n V E L W h i r i n g
; ra y
5
charm of the face.
Il.'nliM'llFor instance, the woman with a
L:.i.iU
long, thin face should never choose a
1 H'.vVj ""f
of wearing
- stiff mechanical method
her hair. Soft, loose, wavy hair
1. .1
t r
n.
'ft.
.1
fluffed all round will do much to
I.It
M,
tuDru'WMi ' m &.i
soften the sever outline of the
-l

and

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA PB RY.

Hugo O. Mueller, of Helen, Valencia
county; James I. Itawson, of Estan-cl- a,
Torrance county; J. M. Martinez,
county;
of tiiuperito, San Miguel
Frank A. Hubbell, of Albuquerque,
lieruulillo county; It. t Alford, of
Raton, Colfax county.

J

tw?w ZA&'jxy

OFFICERS AND DIRHCTORS
Solomon Luna, Presluent: W. S. Strlckler, V. P. an J Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, . agt, Cashier; Wtn. Mcintosh, J. C. Bald ridge, Solomon una, A, M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E. CrouiwelL

n:

l

DEPOSITS

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

22-2- 3.
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Forest Supervisor Knclpp in Charge
of Taos Reserve.
Forest Supervisor Leon F. Knelpp
has had unother forest reserve udded
to his Jurisdiction. He has been in
charge of the Jemez und Pecos River
river and is now In receipt of orders to assume the supervision of the
Taos Forest reserve, which was created last November and Is located in
Taos county. This new forest reserve
covers un urea of upwards of 233,000
acres. Mr. Knelpp will make a tour
of Inspection of it upon his return
from the annual convention of the
American National Live Stock association in Denver. January
Notaries Public Appoliitud.
The following have been appointed
notaries public by Governor Hager-ma-

Every Woman

ALLOWED

With Ampta Means and UnaurpaMetf Facilities.

Framing' the Face is an Art

OFFICIAL MATTERS

MEW MEXICO

JUST

THE WORLDS
IMMKXSK WIXE PROI) ICTION
New York, Jan. 19. According to
an authority the world's wine production in 1906 Is estimated at
000. Europe furnished more
than 95 per cent of the total, and
North and South America about 4
per cent. France holds first place
among the wine producing countries,
the United States ranks twelfth.
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and especially as one usually has to
hold It on the lap. As the majority
of us cannot go In a cab and yet wish
to look not out of pluce on the ear
while well enough dressed for the
theater this question of a theater hat
and dress must have some consideration. Hats made of silver tulle, gold
or silver lace, with feather near about
ottrleh or owprey trimmings are desirable If made on a small frame. On
the way to the theater a large veil of
white chiffon something like nil
veil will be n protection to the
hat as well as the appearance of being
too dressed up for the street. The
dress may be ns elaborate as you
please if In keeping with the seat and
position In the house, If the dress Is
covered up by a long coat or cloak
quite plain outside and of medium
color shade, lined with light satin
inside us a protection to the dress.
Have a coat that comes to the bottom of the dress, very big sleeves so
as not to crush those underneath, and
a collar to come up about the throat.
An effort Is being made to bring In
the black ribbon strings on hats; but
the majority of women find It a very
trying style, nnd Just like nil trying
styles there are women to whom these
fashions are extremely becoming, In
fact, their faces look better so framed
than In any other mode; so, if some
fashion leader should have such a
face und start such a fad, we may
Indeed see the black velvet strings
that hang down the back and are
brought
forward and fastened In
front with a Jeweled pin take a new
lease of life.
Hut returning to the
subject of
coats, there have been few years In
which we have seen so much of the
separate coat. It is everywhere. Women wear It for the street, the carriage, the theater. Where women once
wore a coat of black or plaid over
any costume, no matter what the color, today they have several coats, one
for each costume if they can afford It.

SHE SIDESTEPPED

Albtiqaerqae, New Mexico

SATfJUDAY,

JAM. Ml V

l,
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PUTYOUR MONEY INTO A
:itche

150 a month railroad accidents will
occur and railroads will he guilty of
The telegraph
criminal negllgMice
operator Is too often a mere boy,
whose appreciation of the gravity of
his responslbllly Is not sufficient to
prevent him from snatching forty
winks and depending upon his "pall"
to awaken him.

VMIOIT ON MIA Kit
tiTY LINK OK SANTA KK.
owing to a bad washout on the
branch of the Santa Fe between Sli
ver f'lty and Demlng it was Impossible for the passenger train Thursday
evening to get through to Iteming
and It was forced to return to Silver City.
The washout, which consisted of
about 300 feet of track near where
the railroad crosses the Mlmbres
river, was repaired Friday and traffic
was resumed.

EVENTN'O

DITIZE3J.

PAGE SEVEN.

HOW THE SENATE

Territorial

FOOLED THE

Topics
lilKI)

--

HOMESTEAD
ANI TIIKN A WIFE.
Miss Annie KUiott and T. It. Odell,
of Wlllard, were married at 10 o'clock
yesterday morning at the office of
Probate Clerk George W. Armljo, In
Santa Fe.
The ceremony was perLower Chamber Declined to formed by Justice of the Pence Nicolas Sena. The prospective bride and
groom reached the city Thursday
Raise Its Salarieis and
evening from Wlllard.
They were
nceompnnled by Miss Nellie F.lllott. a
Senate Concurred.
Sao row Monti lor a
Mr.
sister of the present Mrs. Odell.
Ui
HMSlfR KITCHEN CABINET
Odell has a homestead claim in tho
Kstnnclu valley.
He cnine original
Special Correspondence.
Write for Booklet.
The Furniture Men. t (11 NTKItKKIT TICKETS
Washington, 1). C, Jan. K.. There ly from McAllister. Okla. His bride
Cor, Coal and1 Second
Cor. Coal & Second, East end Viaduct
WORKED ON KNT11AI.. Is sorrow nt the south end of the formerly lived at Greenville. Tex.
Colo Phone R 177
Auto Phone 474
The Mexican Central has been sys- - '' capltol where meet for purposes of
tematlcally robbed for months by a. debate and legislation the direct rep- SPKti l, AGENTS AT
ductor been In any way responnlble brakeman named Carlos Rodriguex. ' resentatives of the people. The sorWORK IN AHI.OVV
g
for the scarcity of seats, which he who has been printing counterfeit row Is the
Frederick C. Dezendorf, w hone
kind and Is
to mingled with Indignation, the latter heudquarters are at Santa Fe, N. M
of course, he wasn't. Hereafter this tickets ami disposing of them
traveling man will no doubt have Ignorant passengers and to confeder- - directed nt the senators who repre- chief of the United States general
more sense than to try to take his ates who were In the game. The sent the sovereign states at the Cap- land ofllce special agents for New
Mexico and Arizona, arrived at Hlsbo
spite against the rallroail company Central management does not know ' itol's other end.
out on a conductor.
the extent of its losses In this dl- - I And It Is all because the senators recently and Is now engaged In Invesrection as this illegal traffic has been refused to give the representatives tigating the mining claims In the
Mr. Dezendorf Is
WAlVElt OX A TASS lOKS
carried on for a considerable time.
something the representatives refus- Warren district.
being assisted in his investigation by
NOT RELIEVE KOMI.
to
wit,
an
to
themslves:
for
ed
take
Some of the older freight conduc- - addition of $2."i00 to thlr yearly stl-- ; Special Agent Frank Thompson.
An interesting point was decided In
a case in the fourth court of civil ,n,'. next In line for promotion, on pends. The house, by Its course, had
When uxkeil If any developments of
appeals at San Antonio, Texas.
It the Mexican Central have received said to the senate: "We want this a sensational character were liabi"
was In the case of the O. H. & A. notice from the railway company to additional pay, we ought to have It. to result from Ills trip Into the Warvs. J. 11. llean, from El Paso county, purchase passenger conductors' unibut are afraid to take It; you vote It ren district, Mr. Dezendorf stated
liean, a Texas ranger, was assaulted forms and be prepared to go Into to us, and let our constituents cuss that he was entirely unprepared to
by the porter of one of the company's the passenger service. This is taken you Instead of us.
lour terms are make nny answer to that question, m
by the trainmen longer
At Lamar. Colo.. By Deputy trains with a stove poker and per- as a good Indication
and the people ejiiunt jr,,( he had been here only a few day",
doing
something
be
will
there
manent Injuries Inflicted,
together that
and if he had hud the necessary tint
at you directly."
soon In the way of u double train
with considerable shame.
not answer, as informutt n
Sheriffs For Back
That was all very nice and logical. he
the
Kl
and
Paso
dibetween
service
judgment
In the
He secured
from the view point of the house. or urtt Kul roul" ""y e oi.tulneu
capital.
trlct court of El Piiso county for J2,- Mexican
tho Interior department nt
Taxes.
see It that from
Hut the senate could not
.
11.. .11.1
BOO.
The company appealed the case,
way. it was recalled that year after 11' "'
o.it . i,
12,500
of
about
Texas,
miles
with
and in doing so said the court erred
temperance
or- - tllnt he would he In Plxbee for some
vear.
at
of
the
behest
stands first In the list of
time.
Ker several hours two locomotives In overruling the company's objection railway,
in extent of railway mileage. ganizutions. the house passed a reso&m4
car attached to them were to the action, based on the fact that states
lution abolishing the sale of Intoxl- 12,000
Is
with
second
about
Illinois
literufty tied up In the Santa Fe llean was riding on a pass and had
in
was
nnd Kansas third with 11,380 eating liquor at the capltol. Itgame
'
IN PKCOS VAL.I.KV.
yards at Lamar, Colo., a force of signed his name to the agreement on miles,
part of the
a
Fe
states
the
Santa
To
these
miles.
A small colony of Missouri
Aepvrty nherlfTs having
an I
seized the the back that he would not hold the
senators would kill the reso- the
that
Texns
mileage
follows:
contributes
trains, bound and locked them with company liable In the event of
lution, and year after year It did kill Kansas people have lately purchased,
291
miles,
as,
miles,
Illinois
1,741
sonal Injuries resulting from any acts
steel chains and padlocks.
It.
P.ut ut one session, about three considerable land in Kddy count)-2,710 miles.
Tfcls action was the result of advice of the company or its agents while Kansas
m
m
years ago, the senate decided It wns some of the land being the choicest
m
in the Pecos valley.
The land Is
froaa Jvdge Northcutt to the Prowers riding on the same.
A new Harvey house, reading ami tired of the house's "monkey businean claimed that the pass was recreation
mostly situated near to or only a few
cousjty, Colorado, officials to levy on
room has been erected nt ness," and quietly and unostentarallrwad property of $25,000 back tax- not really given to him without con- Sllsbee. Tex., at a cost of $25,000. A tiously It concurred in the house reso- miles from t'aiisbnd, and about hnlf
or It is under tho government Irrigaes, alleged to be due the county from sideration, Inasmuch as he was a Tex- nice park will be laid out In front lution.
the Santa Fe company, was not paid as ranger at the time, and It was of the house and no expense or effort
There was sorrow then at the house tion canal, which will have water
given him as such.
Theraday.
will be spared to make the employes end and a disposition to charge the turned Into it from the big Avalon
The judgment was affirmed. The of the Beaumont division as com senate with bad faith; but the sen-al- e clam In the Pecos river, March 1. Th
The county commissioners retained
Judge Northcutt some time ago to affirmation of this Judgment is equal fortable as possible.
stood pat, and under the dome list of settlers comprises Charles
preeeed against the railroad corrt-paa- y to rendering the waiver of responsi
today It Is not possible to buy In- Maddox. 8H0 acres; W. 1. Turner, 328
N. M. Ulce, general store keeper of toxicants.
In the tax matter. He untitled bility printed on the hack of free
That bibulous members acres; Hart Crouch, 80 acres; Charles
acres; Howard, Maupln &
the Hata Fe officials that the taxes pusses void.
the Santa Fe system, with head manage to keep their supply In their Tlllot, 4 4S0
m
mast ae paid within ten days. Thursquarters at Topeka, is here on official committee rooms has no hearing at Kice, HO acres; P. K. Johnson, 480
acres; all of Atlanta, Mo.
Charles
day, when the time expired, the ac- New 1 toiler House For
business and at the same time Is all upon the subject.
"20 acres. Kingman, Kan
Santa I'o ut Raton. renewing his acquaintance with the
count had not been nettled.
The part hard to understand is why Howard. M.
Dye, of Ijunar. Mo., has
The new boiler house and power Albuquerque people among whom he there should be any hesitancy either Judge J.
Home of the cars tied up by the
established an abstract company and
seizure of two trains contained live- house being erected by the Santa Fe once lived.
In the senate or house about Increasstock, and others perishable freight. railroad company near their machine
ing the salaries of membes of con- purchased a residence in Carlsbad.
to the gress,
S. It Giimshaw, assistant
Nooa after the seizure the Santa Fe shows at Haton, are rapidly approach
it Is doubtful Is there would All of the land purchased by these
attorney at Lamar sent Judge North- ing completion. The present power president nnd general manager of the be any serious amount of criticism people was bought ut a price averag
equipment has long been Inadequate, Santa Fe Central Hallway company, In nny part of the country. Not only ing between $25 and $50 per ncro
cutt a telegram which read:
"Will yon release rolling stock if and the new plant will be of sufficient who was here on business, has re- has Washington become a world capi- All of the purchasers have begun to
that portion of the lands which
for immediate turned to Santa Fe.m m
we pay the 2!i,000 into the county capacity not only
tal and a "City Beautiful," but It clear
needs, but to meet all impending deand are putting in or
treaHory this morning?"
hus become about the most expen- Is yet virgin,
charge
engineer
McKey,
in
J.
V.
ap
Judge Northcutt Immediately wired mands In this line. L. M. Gazln. of
In the country to live in. ders for large lots of fruit trees
place
sive
cut-of- f,
on
Helen
the
construction
Topeka, chief electrician of the Santa of
bank the one word, "Yes."
of the diplomatic corps ples, peaches, pvars and plums
Members
In
on
this
spent
business
yesterday
The engines and cars were released Fe system. Is in Haton supervising city.
aver that living Is more expensive which they will set out iu soon us the
'
r riu,iy the installation of the new machinlate l nurnuay ihkiii,
here than In any capital of the old shipments arrive.
morning the attorney paid the taxes ery. Two large tanks for the storworld, with the possible exception
J. S. Peter, chief engineer, has reFor nny disease of the hkin there Is
voider protest. Two attorneys for the age of wattr l.avo also been erect- signed from the Hock Island to go of St. Petersburg.
better tha;i Chamberlain's
Hnnta Fe company arrived from Den- ed a few feet distant from the new to the San Antonio & Arkansas Pass.
Out of his salary of $5, (hid a year nothing
It relieves the itching and
ver te assist James McKeough. at- buildings constructed for boiler and
or representative must pay Salve.
a
senator
sensutlnn Instantly and soon
torney for that road at Trinidad. It electrical purposes.
G. M. Smith, mclilor of the Harhis campaign expenses and contribute burning
Is naid that they will decide upon a
vey system, came In from his head- to numberless charities. ; He Is lucky effects a cure. Sold by all druggists,
Vrgas yesterday.
plaa of action and that there will be MOI'NTUXAIK MAY
quarters at
tils DIvVTII
to have 13. BOO a y efrr nwt m
m
m
OF M'AVSPAPKH MAN
UK SUMMER RESORT.
Injunctions, counter suits and other
to
have $3,600 a year left for his
ItKVKAliS PKKTTV ItOMANt'K
Is
with
W.
Taliaferro,
the
who
F.
cut-oleMul proceedings, but Judge North
him
apAs the completion or the
It will enable
Washington.
in
The death of Frank 1. Gorman at
Santa Fe railroad nt Topeka, Kansas, to live, of course. In a modest sort
cutt aaa Prowers county are ahead proaches the Santa Fe is making
brings to light a romunce
Is registered at the Alvarado.
on points up to date.
way, but unless he has a private Phoenix
preparations to make
of
gl"I who figures in the story whs
The
m
7.000 feet above sea level, with
Income he la absolutely barred from formerly Miss Myrtle Matthews, of
How to Prevent Bilious Attacks.
Its fine climate and scenery, one of
NEW XMIAW TO III ll.l
narticltiation In society, except to at Owensvllle, Ind.
atsubject
to bilious
One who is
TI1F SIERRA MADKE the best summer resorts In the west.
tend the while house receptions and
On the day a telegram came an
The plans contemplate a commodious tacks will notice that for a day or an occasional "combination" affair at nouueing fJormun's death she ud
So'ol. W. :. 4irppnn Fornix New Cor- hotel similar to the well known Har- more before the attack he is not hunsecond-class
hotels.
one of the
mother that she mar
poration to Kxtend the J toad
vey hotels on the present main line, gry at meul times and feels dull after ciety plays a large part, larger than mitted to lierlast
August while at tlr
ried Gorman
Kroni Cusas Grande to
A dose of Chamberlain's
and the resort will be extensively ad- eating.
most people believe in the running home of the bridegroom's mother In
TeniOHUt-lilStomach and Liver Ta'ets when of this or any other government; Hutchinson, Minn.
vertised all over the country.
m
these tlrst symptoms appw will ward and the poor man In Washington is
They were playmates in childhood
Col. W. C Greene has formed in
says that while off the attack. They are for sale by tremendously
exchange
An
handicapped, no matafterwards sweethearts and their love
the states a new corporation named railroad telegraphers are paid $4 5 and all druggists.
attainmental
his
brllllont
how
ter
never wavered when It was found that
the Sierra Madre & Pacille Railroad
ments.
wus ntllicted with consum
6, 000, 000
company, capitalized
ut
a poor man Gorman
that
is
nototious
It
geld, to build the extension of the
accept a diplomatic tion. August, when he abandoned
to
without
for
afford
household,
Is
of
cannot
the
joy
the
IihI
Kio Grande, Sierra Madre & Pacific,
it r.o happiness can lecoinplete. How post, because our diplomats are not all hope of recovery, tho young wo
railroad from Nueva Cnsas Grandes,
is getting to be man consented to
paid.
It
adequately
!
a secret marriage
fcweet the picture of mother and babe
Chihuahua, the work upon which exof the United Suites senate, and knowing that her parents would
tension from that point Is already
Argels smile at and commend the true
the same never yield to the proposed unloa
In the house cloak-room- s
commenced.
of the mother thing Is talked.
thoughts and
No Inkling of the wedding ever reachThe first objective point Is Santo
A time will come, no doubt, when ed Owensvllle. Ind., so closely wus it
bendiwj over the cradle. T.e ordeal through
Tomas on the Chihuahua & Pacille
courage
vote
to
the
congress
will
have
howguarded.
wnich the expectant mother must pass,
railway. The final objective point is
more salary, but the time Is
Mr. Gormun wus 38 years old and
1 Duru in Sonora, where connection
ever, is so full of danger and suffering that sin Itself
country will
the
yet.
Either
not
formerly editor of the Owensvllle
will
be made
with the Cananea,
forward to the hour when she shall feel have to be educated up to the point was
looks
Gleannr. At one time he had editor
Yaqul Itiver & Pacific road now beproendorsing
such
a
dread
fear
and
indescribable
clamorously
motherhood
of
with
thrill
exquisite
of
the
the Sanborn Times and
ing built. The total distance of excome to ial controlCityof News
or men will have toback-bonEvery woman should know that the danger, pain and horror of child- ject,
and was widely
Monroe
tensions is about 400 miles.
more
congress
who
have
known.
to birth can be entirely avoided hy the use tf Mother's Friend, a scientific
From Nueva Casas Grandes
I hi- - bill on Fripassed
house
The
Santo To ma is about 180 miles, and liniment for external use only, which toughens and renders pliable all day. Kd.
How to Cure Chilblains.
has already been located. This Is the the parts, and assists natur in
"To enjoy freedom from Chll'
portion which Col. Greene says is
By
work.
aid
sublime
its
its
blains," writes John Kemp, East Otis.
NURSERY PRODUCTS
to be finished In two years. The
field. Me., "I apply Uucklen's Arnica
principal object of this road is to get thousands of women have
Have also used it for salt
Salve.
out the lumber from the mills of the petted this great crisis in per
TREES, rheum with excellent results." Guar
comSHADE
AND
FRUIT
Sierra Madre I.and &
fect safety and without pair
pany.
SHRUBS, VINES AND FLOWERS. anteed to cure fever sores, indolent
Col. Greene personally still owns Said at f I oc per bottle by drugg: ... o
BUY OF SOME ONE YOU KNOW. ulcers, piles, burns, wounds, frost
the Rio Grande, Sierra Madre & Pa ct f.nrclfi' nine ic l women teat
N. W. ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER bites and hkin diseases. 2jc at all
drug stores.
cific, which extends from C. Juarez BRAOFICIO
8TREET.
COULATOm oo
on the border to Nueva Casas Grandes.
The Greene Consolidated Cop
per company, or as it now is, the
Greene-Canane- a
company,
Copper
headed by Messrs. Greene, Cole and H
Ryan, owns and Ik building the 52
kilometer railroad from Temosachlc U
on the Chihuahua & Pacille road to
Madera, or Ran Pedro Springs, where
the Sierra Madre Land
i Lumber
company's mills are located. There Is V
a strong probability that the three
pieces of road will ultimately be
merged into one concern.
SK
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Start the New Year Right

in

)

FllllfHIC

tltllllUHo,

Vehicles

Harness

A

HOUSE

at Reduced
Prices.
SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
TIME TO BUY A BUGQY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

Albuquerque Carriage Company
Cornir First

8trt and TUara

WE FILL

self-pltjin-

SANTA FE TRAINS

PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

I

CHAINS

ful'

..-

I

Horse Clothing, Lap Robes,
Whips, Ixle Oils
I

A

romi.i:s

nnd all kinds of saddlery supplies.
Tou ought to see what a fine
buggy we can give you for $35.00.

Few Words

1

This gentleman has a
few words to tell you. He
says when you buy Horse

'

i'iuit

Blankets or Lap Robes,
insist on the famous 5A.
They are
and will give you the best
satisfaction.
We Sell Them
long-of-we-ar

per-liea-

KILL the COUCH
AND

ff

J. Korber & Co.
In Our New Store
No.

Dr. King's

XMK000000OttO0OttOi
THIRD STREET

Moat Market

0NSUMPTI0N

OUGHSaM
OLDS

of Fresh and Salt Mtata.
Steam Sauaag Factory.
IMIL KLEINWORT.
Maaonlo Building, North Third Stl

All Kind

Biscovory

Nov

Prle
600 $1.00
Fraa Trial.

W. E. MAUGEH

VJOOL

Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

(0)11

Ir'IL.
I

with Raaoa A Maurer.
Offlca, 115 North First St.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

Williams' Indian Pile

will cure Blind,
E SDr.
sua Itching
Piles. It nbsorlw the tumors.

rori a

Dealers In Groceries, ProruWonj,
Grain and PneL
Fin Line of Import 34 Wine, fcdqaft
3J
and Cigars. Place your orders sea
this line with us.
r- -t
MANUFACTURING CO.. Props.. t:u velana. oi.ii
NORTH THIRD STRMam
FOR SALE BY 8. VANN A SON.

B. A, SLEYSTCR
REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
Room i, Cromwell Block. Albuquerque
Telephone.
174.
Automatic
INSURANCE.

BECKER

u
n
n
u

A
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railroad men are talking
rebuke administered by a
well known conductor running out of
Newton to a cranky traveling m.in
says the Newton, Kan., Republican.
When asked for his ticket, the travel
lug man curtly Informed the conduc
tor that he didn't propose to produce
his pasteboard until furnished a seat
The homeseeker rush was on at the
time and the cars were crowded.
as best he
Keeping his temper
could, the conductor went on through
the train taking up tickets. In the
chair car he found a lady wltli whom
he was well acquainted, ami after a
few minutes' conversation
he went
back to the smoking car, hunted up
the traveling man, and told him he
had found a scut tor him. The traveling man followed him and was led to
the chair cm'. Accosting the woman,
Madam, this
(lie conductor said:
gentleman wants a seat. Will you
kindly give hint yours?" Itislnn with
her baby In hr arms, the woman
l."wd to the traveling man and
irted toward the car door. It is
edless to say, the traveling man
gave it
tilled out his paste-boarthe conductor, und made a bee-- e
for the smoking car while the
y, smilingly resumed
her seat,
me sympathy might have beew
lh traveling man hud th
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its Location

l'.KI.KN IS 31 MILKS SOUTH OF ALUL'QUUKQL'fc:,
N. M
AT TUB JUNCTION OP THE MAIN LINE OF
TUB SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FUOM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY. GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FKANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 HUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x140
FEET, LAID OUT WITH I3ROAD 80 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND I'UULIC PARK A..D GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1.J00 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
,

HELEN
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
MERCANTILE
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY ISO BARRELS
DAILY; L.MiOS WINERY; TURKU HOTELS, RESTAURANTS. ETC. TJELEN' 1 TUG LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT, WINE.
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN Till: NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.

COME

TO BELEN, M. M,
i

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and
provement Co.

Im-

ADOLPH BECKER, Proprietor
BKLKM, M. M.

RANKIN & CO.

THE HIGHLAND LIVER
BAMBROOK BBOB. mrpm.

LIVERY AND BOARDING. 8TABLB
8ADDLE H0R8E8 SPECIALTY.
Tbe "Sadie" for mountain turtles ami
at special rates on week days.
Auto Phone 604.
No. 112 John SC.

A.

00BO00000OtOB

jOHN

BECKER,

Pres

WH. M. BERBER,

Rft0ftftftMftHHMHftHHMftHftHH0000000000ftftftftMftftft:ft00H

Em

WALKER,
rmm

INmUmANCK.

Secretary Mutual Building Aafass
Offlca at 117 West RaUraoB

tlon.

COMING IN OUT

OF THE COLD arena.
appreciate a perfectly heated
house, but It Is not every house that
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
Is properly warmed. If yours Is lacking in any way, or if you are undecided what is the best system to In LIVERY, BALE, FEED AND TRANs
stall in a new house and need Infor
FEB STABLES.
mation that is trustworthy and valuable, let us know of your trouble. Horses and Ifulea Bought and mm
changed.
We are specialists for hot water, hot
air and steam heating.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THB CUT!
between Railroad auaf
Standard Plumbing & Heating Co Second Street,
Copper Arenne.
we

ft

ft

K000ee

KCKejeeece
A Railway

Center

ALL FAST UMITi:D KXPIUSS, MAIL AND
I'ICKIGIIT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL CO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO HELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IX THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD.
NEWSPAPER.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRAN'ONE-THIRMONEY
TY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
S
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE.
WITH MORTGAGE
SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR.
D

TWO-THIRD-

WITH

8

PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IF
YoU WISH T SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
i

tC44OeOe0OBOBOKBOBOBOeO

Sffi'y.

I, 1906

Opposite the Santa rm Depot

VOICE

u

HOTEL

New Management, Ntvember

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ISTAVA
LOANS.
Automatlo phone 461.
'
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Balldlag,

BABY'S

MOT HUB'S
f n i? ri

am aoi

Hlluys the iicbiuK t once, sots
us k nonltlrfl. ffivi'il InHtitnt rw
lief. Dr. Williams'Imllnnl'lleOlnt.
mnnt lunrenmred for Plies and Itch
ing of the privstn pnrts. Every box is
warranted, llv dnnrirtsts. hv mall on m
of price. ftO real nnd f l.WI. WILLIAMS

c.

e.

212 North Second
Albuquerque, N. M.

CURE the LUNGS

WITH

tr

about

Avenue

B. RUPPE

'

ARE HELD BY

IIIMlKTIII! REBUKED

.AND ...
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EVENING CITIZEN.

''Is

return from Denver a pergrowers
manent
society
cattle
would be formed
head
with
quarters in this city
The original
organization Is now defunct owing to
disputes which arose over minor de
tails, but the need for such a body
Is now so apparent to all Interested
that the time Is deemed ripe for an-

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL
TRAIN ARRIVU.S.

:40 p. m.
No. I
No. 72:55 n. m.
1:45 a. m.
No.
No.
in.

Take Good Care of Your Feet

No.

cold. For
call on us.

Height.

ft

$2.50 to $4.00
$1.65 to $3.00

Men's Dress Shoes
Men's Work Shoes

Women's Low Shoes

$1.50 lo $5.00
$1.50 to $3.50

Shoes for Boys

$1.25 to

Women's Shoes

$2.75
$1.00 to $2.50

Shoes for Girls

.50 to $1.25

Shoes for Babies

S

Largest Line of Candy in the City
C. N. BRIGHAM
Successor to

F. F. Trotter

SUGAR

CONFECTIONERY
GEO. W. niCKOX

T. Y. MAYNARD

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

MEXICO'S

NEW

LEADING

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCH FRONT

SOUTH

SECOND

.

ST.

111.

It. W. Crceii, member of the legislature from Socorro county, was In
Albuquerque yesterday, on his way
to Santa Fe.
There wll be a regular meeting of
John A. Logan circle, ladles of the
S. A. R. tonight at 7:30 o'clock at
the 1. O. O. F. hull.
Superintendent It. 11. Larkln, of
the Irfis Vegas public schools, after
two dnj spent In this city, returned
to his home last night.
Miss Elsie Schroeder, who has been
spending several weeks with friend
on the Pacific coast, returned to her
home in this city last night.
Miss Lizzie Foetlsch, who has been
Peter
visiting with Mr. and Mrs.
Scheck. of this city, left for her homo
night.
at Chanute, Kan., last
of the
K. H. Blckford, manager
Lake Valley Mines company and one
of Sierra county's prominent citizens,
arrived here yesterday on a business
mission.
Gregory Page, the Gallup politician and hotelkeepcr. Is here on
business connected with the suit
brought against him by the Gallup
Electric Light company for breach
of contract.
H. O. Iiursum, chuirman of the
territorial republican central committee, dropped off hero yesterday on
his way to the capital, where he will
attend the opening of tho legislature
on Monday.
The canvassers for the city directory, soon to be issued by The Cltl7.cn
Publishing company, will start out
Monday morning, and it Is hoped as
correct Information as poslble will be
given to the canvassers.
Hon. Jacob Chavez and wife arrived here from Las Lunas last night.
to
Mr. Chavez is councilman-elec- t
the territorial legislature from
and Valencia counties. They
leave for Santa Fe tonight.
of
Judge Daniel H. McMillan,
Denver, Colo., is spending a few day
The judge was forIn this territory.
merly a resident of Socorro and con
templates once more taking up his
residence In New Mexico.
C. F. Waugh, of Trinidad, a prominent traveling man of this territory,
While
was In tho city yesterday.
here he met his daughter, who had
been visiting in El Paso, and with
whome he will return to their home.
There seems to have been some
misunderstanding In regard to the
Junior-Majbasket ball, for some
The management
time anticipated.
assures the public that it will positive
ly take place this evening, at the
Casino.
Dr. nice, of this city. Is in receipt
of news to tho effect that his old
office partner In New York city, Dr
O. D. T. Robinson, was in the Kings
ton, Jamaica, earthquake and that
he lost his life there.
Dr. Rice )s
still hoping that the report may not
be confirmed by later dispatches.
,
Mr. J. W. Stockard, mayor of
together with Mrs. Stockard
left Albuquerque yesterday after a
visit to this city of several days in
the Interest of the proposed automo
bile line between this point and tho
Pecos metropolis.
The couple will
return by the way of Kennedy and
thence by the Santa Fe Central to
Torrance, where they will tuke the
automobile for home.
Lexington, Kentucky, papers report
the death of W. Arthur Williams,
formerly a letter carrier In this city,
and who left here only a few months
ago for the east. Mr. Williams was
In his 35th year.
He was a son of
the late S. C. Williams, of Lexington,
and died of tuberculosis at the residence of his uncle, I. N. Williams
in that city.
In the hope of re
covery from his malady Mr. Williams
had visited Ashevllle, N. C, and for
four years In California. Arizona and
at this point.
W. H. Jack, of Sitver City, one of
the most prominent cattle growers in
New Mexico and the organizer of the
first cattle growers association in this
terltory, stopped off here yesterday
on his way to the convention to be
held at Denver in the Interst of the
Industry in which he is engaged.
While here Mr. Jack called attten- tlon to the growing need for organl
ration among the ranchmen of this
territory In order that Injurious and
unnecessary legislation now conmay be headed
templated
off,
ana expressed the hope that on
or

GO.

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

Rob-well-

Rarebit

A

to be property prepared should be irmrle
in a Mantling, Bowman Chafing L)ih.
Always ready, no worry ina about fire.
Si'uply ix tuuUU, aod m a lew minute

the

Manning, Bowman & Co.

Chafing Dish
Iim produced a dainty morsel to resale
13e iiure to
your
that your
clinfinir ilmh I cupnlird with the

ttud
fotxl
oli
ning, Bowman

MAimleu

''iTorr"

n

found only in Man
& Co. Chsfiug VUbea.
FOR SALS

HARDWARE

ALBUQUEROUE

GO,

Fourth and Railroad Avenue
THE

MITT

Palace

Diamond
RAILROAD

AVE

DUmondi, WttchM, Jewelry, Cat Ulaa. Clock. Silverware
your trd and luarsote A SQUARE DEAL.

;

54.4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4.

--

We

lOTil

4. 4. 4, 4, 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4, 4,4.

j.

1U. C. II. CONNOR
OSTF.OPATII.
Rooms 3 and 4, N. T. Anuljo building
jr. 4.

Mr. and Mrs. George K. Vlnlng and
their son Morse, of Du Hols, Neb.,
Dr. F. J. Patchln and
family at their residence. No. 207
North High street.
Mr. Vlnlng Is
an old friend of Dr. Patchln and Is

4. 4 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4.

4.4.4.3;

an employe of the Rock Island railroad of eighteen years standing.
Though he Is a mucn appreciated em
ploye of his company and a highly
esteemed citizen of Du Hols, It is
possible that Mr. Vlnlng may remain
In Albuquerque, as he finds the climate and surroundings here much to
his liking.

20 Per Gent. Discount
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blacks reserved) at 20 PER CENT DISCOUNT.
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DO NOT DELAY.
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MEN'S SHIRTS

4.

4 Monarch and Wilson's Celebrated Shirts, broken links only - 00c
- SI.25
Cluetts Fine Shirts, broken Jmes only-yo- ur
choice

STUDY OUR WINDOWS
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Lindemann,
206 W. Gold Avenue

COAL

Genuine American
block, ncr
ton
A.r0
Cerrlllos Lump
SS.50
Anthracite Nnt
$8.ft0
Anthracite mixed
$9.00
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
sizes
$9.50
Clean Gns Coke
$0.00
WOOD.

Green Mill Wood, per load

.... $3.25

W. H. HAHN & CO.

SALE

offers splendid opportunity for money saving. We
are slaughtering all of our winter suits and overcoats

Some at Half Price.
All of them Greatly Reduced
All Sweaters and Caps at Half Price
Boys' Shirts at Half Price

See Our Ties and Fancy Hose
Which we offer at 25c they are worth double the
Price. If you value money call and see us before
buying.

Roth Phones.

L,

J

The Railroad A venue Clothier.

m & ma&

Rubber boots, arctics and over
shoes for men, women and children.
C. May's Shoe Store, 314 West Rail
road avenue.

u

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Between Railroad and Ccppar Ave.

Come to the basket ball game to
night and enjoy a dance after It.
THE WHITE

Stoves and Steel Ranges

i001 ALFALFA, NATIVE AM)
KANSAS IIAV.
E. W. FEE,
003 S. FIRST. ST.

HARDWARE and RANCH SUPPLIES

YOURS
FOR
THE
TAKIN- GFREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL
EPHANT.

FREE! FREE!

FREE!

Sunday afternoon, at Casino
soloist and orchestra.

lady

Wagon Covers,

I WONDER WHY SO MANY
PEOPLE GO TO THE COLUMBUS
HOTEL
FOR
THEIR SUNDAY
TRY IT TOMORROW
DINNER?
AND SEE IF YOU CAN DISCOVER

Indies' orchestra, of Kansas City,
Free
at Casino, Sunday afternoon.
to patrons of street car line.
There will be a fine exhibition of
buulcat bal) this evening when the
Juniors and Majors play their second games

Tonight 8:16 sharp.

TONIGHTI TONIGKTI TONIGHT1
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
ELEPHANT.
GO TO THE COLUMBUS HOTEL
FOR YOUR SUNDAY DINNER. IF
THEY DON'T PLEASE YOU, YOU
NEED NEVER GO RACK.

FREE!

FREE!

FREE!

Sunday afternoon, at Casino
soloist and orchestra.

lady

YOURS FOR
THE
TAKIN-GFREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL
EPHANT.

FREE!

FREE!

FREE!

Sunday afternoon, at Casino
soloist and orchestra.

lady

PUPILS WANTED.
Methods Marchesl breathing anj
rounding tones. Emmerson on expression. Mrs. Glenn II. Dally. Studio,
room 32. Grand Central hotel.
KIiOCUTIOX

Ladies' orchestra,

In Rear of Store

Dipping' Tanks,

Harness,
Horse Blankets,
Saddles.

ft

WHmMEY
COMPANY
0
Wholesale and Retail
o

Ladies' orchestra, of Kansas City,
at Casino, Sunday afternoon.
Free
to patrons of street car line.
DON'T FORGET THE ZEIGER'S
CAFE RESTAURANT TOMORROW
FOR
YOUR
SUNDAY
DINNER
BEST IN THE CITY FOR FIFTY
CENTS.

TIN SHOP

Sheep Shears,

THE SECRET.

0

HARDWARE

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves, Fittings Steam and Water
Supplies Hose and Belting.
O.
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
W Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies.

0

0X

Mailorders Solicited
"Wt'.l&iJSrKSf&tSr'

i
o
0
0O
O

0
0
0O
0
00
0
00
O
O

0

Q

i

Albuquerque, A

Mexico

of Kansas City,
Free

at Casino, Sunday afternoon.
to patrons of street car line.

THE BAMBINI COMPANY.
Makes a specialty of cleaning,
pressing and repairing garments for
both ladies and gentlemen, ami every
garment Is thoroughly sterilized lu Its
cleansing.
Prices are satisfactory;
goods called for and prompt delivery
made. Monthly club rates on application.
Suits made to order.
A special
cutter employed for this purpose.
Telephone No. 490. No. 209 West
Railroad avenue, upstairs.

FREE!

FREE! FREE!
Sunday afternoon, at Casino lady

SELLING OUT BEIOW COST.
All our men's and boys' overcoats
and suits, all underwear, quilts, wool

Indies' orchestra, of Kansas City,
at Casino, Sunday afternoon.
Frf.
to patrons of street car line.

ONE Y

J--T

Extracted Honey for
Order by Postal.
Allen. Box 203, Albuquerque.

10 lbs. Nice

I.

$1.00.

R.R.

TICKETS

8DUGHT.

SOLD

EXCHJU6ED

AND

Mttoolalloa Off1 00

Traasaetlont

Home Insurance the Best
refrain from again saying something about Home InEvery time that the proposition presents Itself of the
surance.
tremendous amount of money that is being sent out of
and Arizona for life insurance to eastern cities, the conviction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
b patronized and the money remain In the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money into Eastern channels when it can be placed In home insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It Is gratifying to note that home Insurance is year by year receiving
more and more Its just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here? It can If
ness written.
every individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value it Is to keep his insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
Is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.
CANNOT

WE

New-Mexic-

Cuaraattto

ROSENFIEID'S,

1 1

8 W. R. R. Ave.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
RAT
COLOMBO HALL

4. . $ . .

is a good time to supply yourself with cloth-

OUR GREEN TAG

Do It Today

The Ladies Auxiliary to the Broth
erhood of Engineers will give a ball
Friday, February 22.

AT

l7.

ing and furnishing goods at marvelously low prices.

NO SHORTAGE OF GAS CORK.
CLEAN,
SATISFACTORY, EOONO-MICA25c.
EXCELLENT FOR OrEN
Short orders at all hours, day or
night.
GRATES, $6. PER TON. W. II.
First-clas- s
servico and courteous HAHN & CO.
treatment guaranteed.

V.

A DOLLAR MADE IS A DOLLAR SAVED

We Carry the Largest Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory. t
SECONDHAND Pianos at
your own prices almost
SEE US betore you buy

Soup.

FREE LUNCH
ELEPHANT.

It,

TODAY

MEM'.

and cotton blankets and shoes, at the
Cah Uuyers' Union. 122 North Second street. Special bargains today.

Semi-Annn-

MOW

Learnard

Consomme.
Relishes.
Tomatoes. Radishes. Young Onions.
Olives.
Celerv.
Salad.
Lobster Salad.
.
.
Entrees.
Chicken Giblet with Rice.
Roasts.
Young Vermont Turkey, with Oyster
Dressing and Cranberry Sauce,
Mashed Potatoes.
French Peas with Cream.
Desert.
Rice Pudding, Old Virginia Style.
Apple, Mince, or Pumpkin Pie
Tea, Coffee or Milk.
From 11:30 a. m. to 2 p. m., for

that now

In the purchase of a Piano

Kunta l'c Rewtaurant, Vmlt-- r Suoj
Hotel. I'lrst Street and Silver
Avenue.
Established
Chicken.

JAMtlARY

DON'T FORGET

We can save you money

St'NDAY DINNER.

soloist and orchestra.

20 Per Gent. Discount

Believe Us

are-visiti-

time.

--

in h recent arrival
II. S. Jackson
from Willard. N. M.
Mr. Oould will sing Lord's "The
Wny of Peace," at tho Congrcga-tlonn- l
church Sunday morning.
Mr. nml Mr. L. M. Fee. of South
Mr.
Second trret. nrc entertaining
iind Mr. V. I. Wnnl, of Arlington

as well as
Shoes that

Good Shoes are an absolute necessity for health
looks. Ill fitting shoes cause corns and bunions.
are too light expose you to the danger of catching
stylish shoes that fit well and protect your feet

111
on

4

other attempt.

SATURDAY.

Admission

50c

THAT

DANCINGCHQCl
Ladles Free

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

5

